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VOLUME 2, NUMBER 7

Inland Empire Leads In
Housing Permits
by Andrew Moore
Inland Empire Economic Council
A team of Inland Empire economic development representatives have stepped up
efforts to attract the Space Systems Division (SSD) and its 7,500 jobs to March
Air Force Base with a recent trip to Washington, D.C. , where they met with U.S.
congressional members and high level officials from the Air Force and the Department of Defense.
The Inland Empire group has prepared a
50-page, four-color document which it presented at meetings in Washington that
show: the advantages of re locating the
SSD to March and maintaining one of its
d1v1SJOn~ at Norton AFB . Such a move
would bring about 7,500 high level jobs to
March and keep another 2,500 at the Ballistics ~11 site OrganiLation (BMO) at Norton.
The Air Force is considering SSD relocation in response to new cost-cuuing measures in the U.S. Defense Department.
Three sites are being considered for the
move, m addition to March AFB in River-

Place See "Space" Page 3 -

American Samurai: Warrior
1for the Coming Dark Ages of
American Business
By Dr. William Lareau
Special to the Business Journal
American business is in the mids t of a
life or death struggle. America is losing.
The old way of business no longer works
in competitive world markets. Figure 1
shows what has happened to just a few
key commercial products.
And it's worse than the chart implies. In
1976, the top four recipients of U.S. patents were GE, the U.S. Navy, Bayer, and
Xerox. In 1987, three of the top four recipients were Japanese: Canon , Hitachi ,
and Toshiba. Let's face it, our current
management philosophy is failing us, we
are losing the industrial war.
Traditional management must be replaced with a bold new way of engineering, manufacturing and service. If we want
to survive as a leading world indus-

-

Please See "Warrior" Page 5 -

Santa Fe train hauling doublt!·stacked, sealed. s bipping containers thr()ugh th~
Cajon Pass. This lntermodal transportation ~ystem i.s a component ot the proposed Rail-Cycle projt~ct whkh would transJ)-()rt trash from recycl ing eenters to a
remote disposal t':acility in eastern San Bernardino County.

Rail Haul on Track in the Inland Empire
by Kathleen Musurlian and
Don Haley
Special to the Journal

-Please See "Housing" Page 3 -

As many of Southern California's trash dumps fill up, two major rail haul projects
have been proposed in the Inland Empire and are gaining widespread attention as alternatives to urban landfills.
Rail haul refers to the shipment of trash by railway to landfill sites. Under the proposals, trash would be dumped at two sites: one is a yet-to-be-dug landfill proposed for a
remote part of San Bernardino County; the other is a huge abandoned mining pit carved
out of a Riverside County mountain called Eagle Mountain.
Proponents of rail haul say it is the answer to Southern California's trash problems.
Most sources -- both proponents and opponents -- say the two dumps could accept millions of ton s of Southern California's trash in coming years. upporters cite benefits
such as reduced air pollution and truck traffic, higher fuel efficiency and the ability to
transport trash far from heavily populated areas.
Opponents say the idea is just another attempt by Los Angeles and Orange counties
to turn the Inland Empire into their personal trash dump. Opponents of the Riverside
County project also worry that contaminants will seep into a huge underground lake
near the proposed landfill.

Traveling Trash
The San Bernardino project is ca)led RAIL-CYCLE. Officials of the venture describe
it as "a comprehensive recycling and solid- waste-management program for Southern
California." The project is a joint venture between Waste Management of North America, Inc . (WMNA) and The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Co. (ATSF). The
system will incorporate waste reduction, collection, recycling, rail transportation and
remote disposal of residual waste at a disposal facility in eastern San Bernardino County near the town of Amboy.
According to Harold P. Cahill, director of technical services for WMNA, the site has
the capacity to receive up to 2 1,000 tons of waste per day and has the potential to serve
regional waste needs for 100 years.

-

Riverside-San Bernardino led the nation's 20 top metropolitan areas in smgle-family construction in the first four
months of this year with 10,520 permits.
Fourteen of the 20 metro areas registered
a decline in new single-family construction compared with he same period in
1989, according to Martin Perlman, president of the National Assn. of Home
Builders. Overall, single-family permits
have dropped 3.9 percent compared to the
same period in 1989, he said, blaming
the decline on the "nation 's sluggish
economy and hou ing credit crunch."
Following Riverside-San Bernardino in
single-family permits were Atlanta,
7 ,900; Washington, 6,500; Sacramento,
5,530; Seattle, 4,420; Orlando, 4,380;
Los Angeles/Long Beach, 4,050; Phoenix, 3,800 and Philadelphia and Las Vegas tied at 3,780.
The high activity in the Inland Empire
points to a trend toward real estate hot
spots, according to several real estate

Please See "Rail" Page 6 -

Inland Empire Job Growth
Rate Climbs; Area Ranks Bth
in Nation
The Inland Empire, after ranking below
the nation's top 20 markets in new job
formation last year, bounced back in the
first quarter of 1990, adding 42,300 new
jobs from first quarter 1989 to rank 18th
in the nation, according to M/PF Research, Inc.
Job growth in the region was 6.4 percent during that time period, making it
the second fastest job growth market in
the top 20 (tied with Seattle, which also
added 6.4 percent more jobs and behind
Las Vegas, where the job market grew by
12.7 percent).
Revised employment data for this market show a much stronger expansion than
was reported during the past two years,
the M/PF study said, noting that the Inland Empire had been one of the nation's
strongest high-growth markets prior to
slower quarters last year.
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Inland Empire Group Seeks To
Woo Sp ace Division
Page 1

(Continued From Page 1)

Institutions of h1gher learning are stnving to meet th e demands of bulging
student populations wit h multi-millio n dollar expansion programs.

INTERVIEW
An Inland Empire group was in Washington , DC . in late July for talks with
the Department of Defense . The group Dr. A lan Hes lop o n Inland Empire
hopes to entice the DOD to move its
Demo graphic T rend s
Page 19
Space Systems Divsion - and 1ts 7500
jobs -

"The most
successful
manager

m ost needs ma nage m ent
edu catw n and gets th e
m ost out of 11 "

PETER F DRUCKER . "'"''~"''
1 ht· Cl.ut·mnru Crddu,H( \<he"''

We offer the working
manager two master's
degrees
• Executive M.B.A.
• M.A. m Management
two post·master's
degrees
• Advanced Executive
M.B.A.
• Ph.D. in Executive
Management

Jtf/J prt~·nt

Executive
Management
Program
THE PETER F. DRUCKER
GRADUATE MANAGEMENT CENTER

For our brochure and class schedule . call 7 14 / 621 -8193
or wn1e 1he Executive Management Program , The Peter
F Drucker Graduate Management Center, The Claremont
Graduate School , 165 E. Tenth Street. Claremont . CA
91711-6186

Earning Money is

Hard WorK

Banking Shouldn't Be!
D o you thmk you're gcnmg th e same treatm ent fro m
your b ank th at b1g com pa nies get?
Commu nity Ba nk 1S aggressi ve ly ceking cash cycle,
cap ital cxpcndltu r<.: c red 1t relati o nships in the lowermiddle m arket
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inventory Accou n L~ Rcce1vable Financing
ProductiOn Equ1pment Loans
Phys1cal Plant Expansion Loans
Product Development Loans
Profess1onal Serv1ce Corp Capitalization
Cash Management Scrv1ces

\X 'e offer the best of both world!., we're small enough to g1ve you acce!>.'> to
decis1on maker~ and bog enough 10 meet srgnllicam needs

Courier Service Available
Call ji1r appoor!lment or plar!I IIISIIaiiOn
BU$1:\ESS li!\:\Kl:RS
George \lcl'cdnes J35-9S85
Scott Bu rger 793 7575
George Vo,~tx:rg 335-9S85
llank DattlSie 35005 19
Beth <.arbon 881 2323
Drane lluppman 793 7575
I l ector Guuerrez 881 2323

COMMUNITY. BA.NK

from El Segundo to March AFB This former Reagan appointee , who

COMPETITIVENESS
A re A merican B usiness Executives Wim ps?
Page 1
An Inland Empire author, lecturer and
quality control expert says American
business executives must develop a
far more fierce and competitive attitude
if the U.S. hopes to continue to be an
economic force.

WASTE DISPOSAL
Hauling Trash Through the Inland
Empire
Page 1
As trash dumps throughout Southern
California begin to fill up, southland
communities are looking for alternate
places to dispose of their waste. Two
groups are proposi ng to establi sh
dumps in remote areas of R1verside
and San Bernardin o co unties .

heads the Rose Institute in Claremont,
sees demographic change and growth
for the area.

Commercial Construction
Temecula Buldling
Up 55 Percent

Page 21

According to a Rancon Real Estate
Corp. study, construction in this east
Riverside County community jumped
55 percent in 1989, over the prev1ous
year.

TRAVEL
The Mirage Hotel in Las Vegas:
Just a Mirage?
Page 24
Ingrid Anthony review s thiS ho tel on
'T he Stnp" whic h JUSt opened late last
year -- and finds that builders left their
imagination in th e lobby

HOUSING

ANSWERS

Inland Empire Tops in Residential
Permits Nationally
Page 1

Can Businesses Afford to Pay for
Health Insurance
for All Employees?
Page 26

The Inland Emp1re topped a lis! of 20
metropolitan markets nat1onally 1n single-famlliy hous mg perm1ts -- 1nclud1ng
the Los Ang eles/ Long Beach area

Legislators and business leaders
present th e1r v1ews on the subject.

POLITICS

Kathleen Brown is vying lor the state
treasurer's spot. II she makes it, she
would be the third Brown to occupy a
statewide political post.

Busy 91 Freew ay About to Get
Face lift
Page 10
Plans are set lor expansion of the
heavily traveled lifeline between
Orange and Riverside counties.

HEALTH CARE

Page 30

Rep. George Brown on AFB conversions ; David Ariss on power investors ;
Janice Weis and Eric Garner on future
water needs ; and, Boyd Bauer on future of manufactured housmg .

OFFICE MARKET

TRANSPORTATION

•

Growth Highest
In L. A . Basin

Hospitals plan to expand wh1le many
others nationwide are falling.

Page 35

Despite reports of high vacancy rates,
Inland Empire builders added millions
of square feet of office space in the
past year.

FEATURES

INL A ND EM PIRE HOSPITALS BUCK
TREND
Page11
New s m akers

Page

9

Pro /Con : Sho u ld Californians Pass
a Proposed Alc ohol
Ta x?
Page 18

btl41td DunJi.o,.

Member FDIC

side County.
The economic development team from
the Inland Empire arranged for meetings
during the week of July 23-27, most notably with James Boatright, deputy assistant
secretary of the Air Force for installations.
Boatright's department will supervise aJI
research and anaJysis of the site options for
the SSD. His department will then make
the initial recommendation to the secretary
of the Air Force, who will then give a recommendation to Secretary of Defense Dick
Cheney.
The SSD's mission is to design, develop
and test space systems, such as communication satellites, and 11 is the executive
agent for the Air Force's Strategic Defense
Initiative. Its annual payroll exceeds $317
million . Its facilities -- mostly office and
laboratory space -- are expected to occupy
about 2 million square feeL
A large part of SSD's workforce is from
the Aerospace Corp., a non-profit corporation that employs about 4,200 people,
mostly engineers and high tech workers.
The Inland Empire's economic development community, in recogni zing the significant boost to the economy the new
jobs would bring to the region, had formed
in May a coalition to work with the Air
Force to bring the SSD to March. Those
who visited Washington were Steve PonTell, president of the Inland Empire Economic Council, Steve Albright, president
of the Economic Development Partnership,
David McElroy, director of Riverside
County Economic Development Agency,
and Richard Burpee, a reured Lt. Gen.,
USAF, who the coahuon retained as consultant for the proJeCt.
"Riverside and San Bernardmo counties,

Follawlllg is a partial lUI of a feller presenied by an Inland Empire group of business and
poluical leaders w Departmen! of Defense officials while in Washington:
The Honorable Dick Cheney
Secretary of Defense
The Pentagon
Washington, D.C.
Dear Secretary Cheney:
We are writing 10 express our strong support for relocating Air Force Space Systems Division (SSD) to March APB and keeping iiS subsidiary, the Ballistic Missile Organization
(BMO), at Nonon AFB.
A proposed move of SSD from its cu.rrcnt home at Los Angeles APB was announced by
your office on Jan. 29, 1990. On May 4, 1990, the Air Force announced thatBMO was being considered for movement along with SSD. The possible new locations for SSD/BMO
include bMes in Colorado and New Mexico, Vandenburg AFB in Central California. and
March AFB, 60 miles east of Los Angeles.
California hM already taken a disproporti onately heavy hit from base closures and realignments. Fourteen percent of the nation's Department of Defense employees work in
California and yet California is scheduled to experience 84 percent of the net negative job
losses or transfers from lhe 1988 Base Realignment and Closure Commission recommendations. San Bernardino County is slated 10 experience the highest number of job losses of
any county Ul the nation as a result of closing both Nonon and George AFBs. Meanwhile,
Colorado and New Mexico are C}tpected 10 gain DOD jobs as a result of the approved base
closures and realignments ...
We believe that keeping BMO where it is and moving SSD a short disumce to March
AFB will enable DOD to maxim.iz.e the operational and financial benefits to SSD and BMO
while minimizing lhe costs and family and community <lisruptions involved in any needed
relocation of the organizations.

EDUCATION

Commentary : Kathleen Brown on
Waste Management
Page 19

COLL EG ES AND UNIVERSITIES
ARE GROWING
Page 16

People, Places, Things Page 23

of keepmg the BMO at NortDn and movmg
the SSD to March.
More than 150 people auended a May 24
meeting at San Bernardino City Hall, with
more than 40 speaking in favor of the
strategy, said Steve Albright, president of
the Economic Development Partnership
and coordinator of the Inland Empire Relocation Group. At the state level , Albright
said, the group met with Gov . George
Deukmejian and is working with the state
Department of Commerce so that
"California doesn't sit back and allow the
SSD to move out of the state."

-Please See "Space" Page 34-

Sincerely.
George E. Brown, Jr.
Member of Congress
as well as many organizations in the Inland
Empire, have been working hand in hand to
convince the Air Force that if they are going to move the SSD, March makes the
most sense and that the BMO should stay
where it is," Burpee said.
March is the logical choice, he said, because housing in the region is affordable,
commutes would be short, and March has
the available land and the infrastructure and
security 10 place to support the move.
These are key poinlS since the Air Force
is considering moving out of Los Angeles
because the h1gh cost of living there makes

it difficult on existing pay plans for military and civilian employees to work in a
major urban area. It is therefore difficult to
fill and retain positions at the Los Angeles
AFB , such as contracting specialists and
jobs in lower pay categories. In addition,
the Air Force sa ys that the mission of the
SSD is affected by lengthy commutes,
which are due to the lack of affordable
housing 1n th e immediate Los Angeles
area. The Inland Emp1re SSD Rclocauon
Group has rallied federal, state and locally
elected off1cwls, along w1th civic and business leaders to testify strongly in support

Kathleen Brown has entered the race for
the the position of California state treasurer. If elected, she would be the third
Brown to serve in a statewide office.
Brown stopped by the offices of the Business Journal and met with its staff for a
private interview. (See page 8). Brown
also wrote a commentary on this month's
feature issue: waste miJnagement. (See
page 19).

Inland Empire Tops Residential Real Estate Hotspots Throughout the Nation
(Continued From Page 1)

FORECASTS
Executives Present
Their Predictions

Another Brow n Enters Politics at
the Statew id e Level
Page 8
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Space Division Could Employ 7500 In Inland Empire

INSIDE
SPACE TECHNOLOGY

JULY 28 -

consultants. They say that building activity will focus in
these hot spots even as residential real estate developers
fall by the wayside in other areas.
An attrition of builders and developers that will defy geographic stereotypes is inevitable, predicts Sanford R.
Goodkin, executive director of the KPMG Peat Marwick/
Goodkin Real Estate Consulting Group. "Globalization,
financing, politicizing of land, and the environmental
movement are all powerful forces that will have a traumatic effect on real estate markets," says Goodie in in the latest
edition of the firm's newsletter forecasting trends for the
real estate markeL
Goodkin writes that the survivors in the industry will
largely be multinational giants fmanced by pension funds
and foreign entities. The players in the real estate markets
of the future must have a flexible strategic plan in order to
survive the turmoil of this real estate "war."
In a separate interview in the current issue of the KPMG
Peat Marwick Goodkin Report, William Bone, president
of the Palm Springs-based Sunrise Co., gives his predictions for coming trends in real estate development. Bone
sees strong development continuing in the sunbelt areas.
Arizona and Texas will recover and California and Florida
will keep on growing, he says. Bone is less optimistic
about the Midwest, predicting these areas would remain in
the • doldrums," except for Chicago and Atlanta. "The rest
are just going to rock along and not have an upside polentiaJ."
Echoing Goodkin's views on financing, Bone says, "I
think the best sources of funds are going to be the traditional ones like insurance companies, pension funds and
other similar institutions." He, however, does not see

much potential for public companies entering the market
as equity purchasers. "Big industrial companies have never
really understood development," he states.
Despite a generaUy cautious attitude toward the future,
several regionaJ areas covered in the newsletter are showing strong future potential and rebound. Allan Toman,
senior manager, and Johann Fatemi, senior consultant, in
KPMG Peat Marwick's New York office, think the city is
showing signs of winning its battle against the flight to
New Jersey by major corporations. "New York City has
attracted companies to its outer boroughs with an array of
tax concessions, in spite of lower rental and tax rates in
neighboring New Jersey." Fatemi writes, "The New York
office marlcet has largely confounded the doomsayers."
"New York's real estate market is finally adjusting and
conforming to nationwide trends," says Toman. "The early
1990s should be difficult for real estate investments in
New York, especiaJly for investors seeking economic
deals. By the mid-1990s, the market will be on the
upswing, accelerating and ending the decade with very
healthy submarkets and record-setting development and acquisition activity, uansforming New York into a truly
globaJ real estate market," he adds.
Moving to the Southwest: the depressed Tucson real
estate market will correct itself and continue the high
growth rate of the past 20 years, according to Jon R.
Young, panner; Kyle W. Sandel, senior manager; and Julianne M. Osborn, manager of the KPMG Peat Marwick
Tucson office. They go on to say, "Tucson is seeing a
marked increase in interest from businesses that want to
get close to the West Coast but cannot, or will not, deal
with life in metropolitan California." Sears and American
Express are two examples of companies that have located
offiCes in the area. Vacancy rates for townhouses and sin-

gle-family homes have stabilized, and progress has been
made toward a planned-growth format.
For the seventh consecutive year, Hawrui experienced
solid growth, led by strength in the resort and VISitor markets. The outlook for continuing expansion in all real
estate markets is excellent, says Michael McElroy, manager of KPMG Peat Marwick's Honolulu office. "The
housing, retad, office and industriaJ markets are all experiencing increased demand and expansion," states McElroy.
"The trends in Hawaiian real estate markets centers on
capital from Japan, affordable housing plans by the government and increased community development projects.
The number of tourists to the Hawaiian islands continues
to increase, causing a favorable development atmosphere.
Near zero vacancy rates, high housing demands, healthy
retail market growth all combine to make Hawaii a popular development alternative," he says.
The California reaJ estate market remains one of the
most popular areas for investment in the United States,
accor<ling to KPMG Peat Marwick real estate experts. The
state's diversified economy is expected to continue to support demand for office, new housing, retail and industrial
markets.
Biotechnology and high-technology facilities continue
to relocate into the San Francisco Bay area. Accelerated
population growth has aided San Diego's rcaJ estate market, adding 78,000 new residents in each of the last two

years.
However, growth control initiatives currently under consideration would reduce residential development, increasing
development costs and severely constricting supply. The
real estate trends in Los Angeles include an increased inter·
est in condominiums and the move toward more industrial
space development and three and four-story retail centers.
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American Businessmen Must Become Warriors In Order To Compete

We tried to compare apples
to apples, but they came up
a few bushels short.
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"Fortune 100" Amenities Mode Affordable For Small Businesses
Carnn1Centera

ONTARIO CDMM CENTER
3535 Inland E mpire B lv d ., Ontario
Phone 841 - 0333
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Short:. t:.erm programs ava•lable tor t:.ravehng execut1ves

number of suppliers, only one for each
part/commodity, must be included as team
trial power, we need something new, members over the long haul. The object is
something bold. We need new leadership, a to minimize total life-cycle costs, not purnew battle plan, and a new type of busi- chase price. Motorola and Xerox are already
working in this direction and the Valley
ness warrior.
Systems
Division of General Dynamics in
This new type of warrior is the American
Samurai: a business warrior equipped with Rancho Cucamonga is working hard to be
a new philosophy and new skills. In my one of the first in the defense industry to
forthcoming book, American Samurai: implement the "suppliers as teammates"
Warrior for the Coming Dark Ages of approach.
Codal4 mandates the elimination of the
American Business, I present this new phitraditional
system of job descriptions and
losophy as The Code of the American Samurai. The code is a compilation of proven performance appraisals. This is one of the
techniques that have been successfully ap- most cherished sacred cows of American
plied by numerous organizations who have business. It must go. The present systems
attained world-class status in their indus- don't work. It's almost impossible to partition out individual contributions in a comtry.
plex
system. Could a salesperson make
Figure 2 displays several key "Coda" of
the code of the American Samurai. These sales if the service department was known
Coda outline a business approach that is to be horrible? Would a manager do well if
radically d1ffcrent from traditional business his/her employees were not performing?
practices. It will be painful and difficult for We must begin to reward group and team
many organizations to make the change. performance and move away from the ficThey have no choice; if these Coda are not tion of that individual rewards spur creativiadopted quickly, American business will ty. Complex systems are driven by teams
fall further behind. There is a point of no and crossfunctional groups. American manreturn and we are rapidly approaching it. agement must begin to focus on nurturing
Let's examine a few of these Coda and dis- team performance rather than encouraging
damaging internal competition for a limited
cuss their Implications.
Coda I demands an abandonment of man- pool of merit increases.
Coda I 7 specifies that concurrent engiagement by objectives (MBO) as it is currently practiced. An ObJective without a de- neering practices be applied to the design of
tailed plan for all levels of personnel is all products and services. Concurrent engiworse than simply wonhless, it is destruc- neering is widely used in Japan and is altive and costly. Management's job must be ready standard practice in world-class Amerto plan for the future and dcnve objectives ican companies. ll's a design approach that
involves as many people and as much Infrom that plan. Our c urrent
txmkrupl approach IS LO s1mpty set ObJCC· formation as possible as early as possible
uves and then flog our employees to meet tn the design process. The goal is to nunithem. When we had no competiuon, such miJ.:C product development ume and manua haph:uard system appeared to work. But facturing defects and cost wh1lc 1mprovmg
customer sati sfacuon. Repeated analyses
it never did, and never will.
Coda 2 mandates the climmauon of in- have demonstrated that as much as 90 perspecuon for defects after producuon that 1S cent of total life cycle costs are locked mto
the heart and soul of most American quali- a product when it rea ches the prototype
ty/ control systems. Enlightened approach- stage. Finding out about m1stakcs at that
es require that .....----- -- - - - -- - - - - ----, point dramatindefects be pre- F ig ure 1: Shar e of World Market Held by U.S. ically
Companies (1970-1987)
creases costs
vented from hapand degrades
pening by a
quality.
carefully de- I ndustrial Category .1.21Q
ill1 L..Q.S..S.
For exams1gned process
3%
62%
and mistake - Black and White TVs 65%
ple, NCR, in
90%
10%
80'Yo
proofing them. Color TVs
its Atlanta
I%
90%
89%
It works. As ear- Phonographs
plant, recent9%
10%
1%
ly as 1977, the VCRs
ly used con40%
1%
39%
Shizouka plant Audio tape recorders
current engi72%
97%
25%
of Matshushita Telephone sets
neering
Electric's Washpractices to
ing Machine Di- ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ---J design a new

(Co ntinued From Page 1)

vision demonstrated that it is possible to
climinate all defects. One section, employmg 23 workers, produced 30,000 umts one
month without one defect! The tools and
techniques for doing this are straightforward and proven. Do you know what they
arc? Nc1thcr do most American managers.
Coda 3 requires the usc of one of these
tools, Statistical Process Control (SPC). It
IS such a basic, fundamental tool that
many Japanese companies no longer usc it
very often. They are years beyond it. Many
American compan1es do not have one control chan in their facilities and most of
those who do are using them incorrectly.
Coda 4 stipulates that suppliers must no
longer be selected on the basis of price.
Rather than competing suppliers against
one another to get the lowest price, a small

terminal for a cash register checkout counter. The number of parts was reduced 85
percent compared to the prev1ous model.
This directly translates to reduced material
costs for labor, storage, transportation and
so on.
As you can sec, Amencan business has a
lot to learn about being a world-class competitor. Time is runnmg out. Each execulive and manager must now take bold steps
to learn the new ph1losophy and implement
these (and many other) proven techniques.
Unless we all tum into American Samurai,
we will be pounded down onto the barroom
floor of the world markets and kicked into
unconsciousness. Do we have the guts to
do what must be done? Do you?

Figure 2. Selected Coda of the Code of the American Samurai.
Coda 1. Management's obsession with outcomes must be abandoned and replaced by a
focus on processes.
Coda 2. Out-of-process defect inspection must be eliminated and must be replaced
with defect prevention strategies and/or 100 percent in-process inspection.
Coda 3. Process related decisions must be based upon objective, statistical analyses of
process outputs, not subjective reactions to macro-process results. Policy related decisions must be based upon The Code of the American Samurai.
Coda 13. Suppliers are critical team members who must be educated, valued, and
treated as equals in the quest for quality. Selection of suppliers on price must be abandoned and replaced with selection based upon total life cycle cost
Coda 14. The traditional systems of job descriptions, performance appraisals, merit
pay, and pay for performance are useless, damaging, and wasteful; they must be abandoned and replaced with a system which encourages and rewards teamwork and group
efforL
Coda 17. Concurrent (or simultaneous) engineering must be implemented on all new
products and product modifications.

Dr. William Lareau has wrillen several
business-related books including
"Millennium Management : Last Chance
for American 8 usiness, and Guerrilla
Tactics in the Job Market."
He is currently working on a new book,
due for publication this fall, entitled,
"American Samurai: Warrior for the Coming Dark Ages of American Business."
Lareau is currently the Director of Total Quality Management for the Valley
Systems Division of General Dynamics in
Rancho Cucamonga. Prior to joining General Dynamics in May of 1989. Lareau

worked as an internal consultant for the
Ford Motor Co .. where he was responsible for quality improvements and the implementation of statistical process control
procedures.
Lareau is scheduled to speak about the
above topic at a seminar offered by the
University of California, Riverside's Executive Education Program. The seminar,
designed for business executives. will begin at 4 p.m., Tuesday, July 31 at UCR's
University Club. For informauon call
(714) 787-4592.
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Putting Inland Empire Waste On The "A" Train: Rail Haul Seen As A Solution
(Continued From Page 1)

holds a 100-year lease on 8,300
acres avatlable for landfill purThe Eagle Mountam project has been proposed by Mme poses. When Ka1ser Steel anAdvaned Process Brings You The
Reclamation Corp. (MRC), a orwalk-based company nounced plans to cease mining
formed in 1982, to develop the closed Eagle Mountatn operauons in the early 1980s,
1.QNG - .I..!.Ef TONER CARTRIDGE
mine near Desert Center m eastern Riverstde County. The MRC began negotiations wtth
Recharged Toner Cartridges
waste-by-rail system would utilize Southern Pacific Rail- the company. MRC will conroad lines and connect with an existing 52-mile private tract out services for waste col~only $55 QQ.. each
rail line to the landfill site. The dump site is a man-made lection from EDCO Disposal ,
I First Cartridge I
~ plus $ 5 QQ credit for
canyon formed during 35 years of iron ore mining by Inc., rail transportation from
~exchange of used cartridge.
Kaiser Steel Co. and has the capacity to receive 20,000 Southern Pacific Transportation
L ~it'!_C~p~ .J
Co., and intermodal equipment
tons of solid waste daily for 100 years.
Reprcscntauves from these pro.JCCts say the waste-by-rail from ltel Contatner Ventures,
• Gua~anteed Unconditionally Or Your M ney Back
systems could ultimately serve San Bernardmo, Riverside, Inc. Recent talks between
• Next Day Delivery
LASERSOURCE
Orange and San Diego counues. However, Los Angeles Western Waste Industries ,
has provtded the impetus to get rail haul movmg. The Southern Pacific and MRC to
Call Today (714) 924-7547
RAll..-CYCLE and Eagle Mountain proposals are both un- form a joint venture ended in
mid-July.
der consideration by the Los Angeles County Sanitation
Collins said the talks had
District and the San Gabriel Valley Association of Cities
as potential means of managing Los Angeles' escalating reached an impasse but declined
to specify why negotiations
trash cnsts.
Caltforma officials estimate that Los Angeles County ended. He did say the talks are
Formerly Harris/3M
will run out of landfill space wtthin the next five years. scheduled to be resumed in SepKathleen Meade, associate ednor for Waste Age magazine, tember.
"We said, 'Let's cool off for a
says that the cny of Los Angeles is currently exporung
Sales • Service • Supplies
nearly 5,000 tons of trash per day and projects that by while, and let's come back in
Serving The Inland Empire
1997 the cuy will have no area wtthin its borders to dis- 60 days and renew our efforts,"'
he said.
pose of tts own trash.
Since 1957
The RAIL-CYCLE system
In add1tion, more than 500,000 Inland Empire residents
•
San
Bernardino
commute to neighboring Los Angeles, Orange, and San begins when trash and recycla•
Riverside
bles
are
hauled
from
homes
and
Diego counties to work, leaving trash behind in these
• Palm Desert
counties as well, making solid waste management a broad- businesses to materials recovery
facilities (MR.Fs) located on exer regtonal issue.
isting rat! lines. The MRFs
will accept separated recyclables
LA. 's Dumping Ground?
(paper, glass, plastic, alumiBut some envtronmentalists and area residents have num/metals and yard/green
voiced concerns about the proposals. They question the waste) from curb-side and comcommitment of project sponsors to recycling and worry mercial programs, recover recyabout so much trash being s hipped into the Inland Em- clable items from mixed loads
of waste and screen for and repire.
216 So. Arrowhead Ave.
"Are we the dump capital of the United States? Is that move hazardous materials. Rewhat we are bccommg?" asked Peter Burk, a Barstow envt- cyclables w1ll be 1mmedmtcly
San Bernardino, CA 92402
ronmcmahst who has been promoung desert-protection marketed for reuse.
leg1 lauon s mce 1976.
Toll Free
Burl. srud he is not opposed to the RAIL-CYCLE dump, Recycling Key
but he and h1s neighbors don't want their com mum tics to
A new state law, The Cal1forbecome way stauons for tons of L.A. trash.
"Desert res1dents are ured of bemg used as a dump1ng n1a Integrated Waste Management Act of 1989 (AB 939), mandates that communities MRC, said that in 1989 a Memorandum of Understanding
ground for the L.A Ba.~m ," he sa1d.
Desert Center res1dcnt Mary Zeller has waged a year- must recycle and reduce the1r waste load by 25 percent by was s1g ncd w1th the Rivers ide County Board of SuperviSors staung that, pending the results of the environmental
long struggle agamst plans for the Eagle Mountam land- 1995, and by SO percent by the year 2000.
"RAIL-CYCLE has the capacity to assist communities impact report, the county will arcept Eagle Mountain as a
fill, which would be located just 13 miles from her home.
Zeller, a mobtle home park operator, said the proposed in meeting the goals of AB 939 by diverting as much as site for o ut-of-county wastes. It also provides the basis for
dump would contaminate a 9.1 million-acre underground 40 percent of the waste stream through state-of-the-art ma- a business relationship between MRC and the county by
!alee m the area. "There hasn't been a landfill that hasn't terials recovery facilities, " said Gary Petersen, vice presi- which the county will receive an average of $5 per ton of
dent/founder of EcoloHaul, a subsidiary of WMNA. Each waste deposited at Eagle Mountain.
lealced," she said.
MRC President Robert Collins said in response: "The MRF will have a nominal capacity of accepting 3,000
Ravenous Ravens
landfill has been designed in such a way that there will tons per day.
The Eagle Mountain system will also screen for hazardnever be leakage."
He said his company will use a thick clay liner to pre- ous substances at a network of sorting facilities near waste
Environmentalist Burk chairs a San Bernardino task
vent any possible leakage. MRC would even be willing to sources. While the project does not specify up-front recy- force which was created in July under the terms of the
add a second liner of some other material, such as plastic, cling and malerials recovery facilities, project spokesper- Waste Management Act The committee, called the Solid
sons say a retrievable SIOrage system for recyclable materi- Waste Advisory Task Force (SWA1), is studying solid
if necessary' he added
The state's W&Jer Resources Board will conduct hearings als will meet the problem of market fluctuations. When waste-related proposals, including the two proposed rail
on the Eagle Mountain proposal early next year, as will a there is a drop in the current pricing, recovered malerials haul projects.
number of other governmental bodies. Any of those bod- will be stored above ground at Eagle Mountain until the
He said one concern about the two projects is that the
ies could set additional requirements or even block the market improves, then returned via empty trains leaving landfills could increase the raven population. That fact
dump, Collins said, adding his company is prepared to the desert.
would seem of little consequence except that ravens love
Residual waste for both systems will be compacted into to munch on desert tortoises.
meet any requirements deemed necessary.
double-stacked shipping containers and hauled by train to
Th~ tortoises are, in tum, protected by the Endangered
the respective sites.
Projects Dissimilar
Spec1es Act. Burk said environmentalists might sue to
The most visible dichotomy between the two projects block the rail haul projects on the basis of the act.
While the RAIL-CYCLE and Eagle Mountain projects are the landfill sites themselves. While RAIL-CYCLE
He does not think it will come to that, but he and local
share the common goal of utilizing rail haul to dispose of will be newly-constructed on flat land, the Eagle Moun- residents do want their concerns addressed. Recently, three
tain site is an excavated mountain mine. RAIL-CYCLE's top RAIL-CYCLE executives flew down to San BernardiSouthern California's trash, the proposals vary greatly.
RAIL-CYCLE will be entirely operated by WMNA, a groundwater protection system w1ll mclude a composite no from San Francisco to meet with Burk.
substdiary of the largest recycler and waste hauler world- liner, comprised of a combmauon of compacted clay and
Burk sa1d the meeung went well and ts confident the
wide, and Santa Fe, a pioneer m intermodal transportauon. hard plasllc. Eagle Mountam operators w1ll uulize exist- two Sides will eventually uon out all thetr dtfferences.
In 1988, WMNA Inc.'s annual report cited revenues of mg clay for the landfill liner.
As more people who work and hve m the Inland EmRAIL-CYCLE and Eagle Moun tam are currently under- ptre hcgm to take stock of where the1r trash IS taken, rail
$3.6 billion and assets of $4 .8 billion; the 1988 ATSF
annual repon ctted revenues of $3.1 billion and assets of gomg the permitung process wtth the counties of San haul ~~ increasmgly discussed as a v1able solution.
$6.8 billion. The collecuon trucks, recycling operations, Bernardino and Riverside respecuvely. RAIL-CYCLE will
rail lines and the 4,480-acre d1sposal site are privately file for its Conditional Use Permn in September and exKathleen Musurlwn is a consultant with the Los Anowned and will be operated solely by the jo1nt venture pects to be~in operations in 1993. MRC has completed geles-based firm of Pacific/West Commumcauons whtch
1ts draft envtronmental impact report and expects to begin specializes in environmental issues management and
partnerS.
In contrast, MRC, a private, closely-held company operations in 1992.
marketing communications. Don Haley is the BusiMss
Tony Scarpinato, a Palm Springs-based consultant for Journal's East Rivt!rside CoiUlty correspondent.
formed in 1982 solely for the Eagle Mountain proJCCl,
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Mer introduces big-business
long distance for your business.
See anything you need?
INfRODUCING MCI VISION~"
From now on, your business can have a major big-business long
distance edge. Because MCI Vision is here.
Vision " offers a complete long distance package of control,
customization, and value only big businesses could enjoy until now.
It's only from MCI. And it's available to your business right now.

NEED BIG-BUSINESS SAVINGS ? MCI VISION HAS THEM.
MCI Vision helps your business save money in two ways. First, it
gives you one basic low rate no matter where in the U.S. you call. You
pay only for the time you talk, regardless of the distance.
Second, Vision lets you consolidate your volume discounts against
all your locations, including card calls. You 'll never again chase after
discounts with a handful of bills. With Vision, everything is on one
bill.

NEED CONTROL? MCI VISION HAS IT.
With MCI Vision, you can control exactly who calls where when.
Limit calls to areas where you do business or restrict calls to a~eas
where you don 't.
You'll never have to guess who's calling where, when.

NEED EASIER ACCOUNTING? MCI VISION DOES IT.
An MCI Vision bill is a management tool. It gives you
comprehensive call detail. By client. By individual. By department.
By location. For all Vision locations. All in one simple-to-read report.

NEED MORE? MCI VISION HAS IT.
MCI Vision connects you to the state-of-the-art MCI Global
~etwor~. Which means you'll get unsurpassed call quality and

drrect-dtal access to anywhere in the U.S. and more than 170 countries

worldwi~e. Plu~ dedicated ~ustomer service 24 hours a day
Get.a btg-b~smess long dtstance edge for your business.
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athleen Brown took a stp of tce actlvlly bonds. Those arc ta;~ -e ,empt bonds much the same, under Brown's proposal, as
On the s ubject of the AQMD , Brown
water and leaned forward before used to fund capt tal prOJects such as afford- "emtssions reductions credits," tss ued to tends to favor tight requirements. "The enanswenng a question she has be- able housmg and solid waste facilities that companies under Atr Quality Management vironmental problems we arc facmg arc not
come accustomed to hcanng on are owned and operated by pnvatc busmess- Dtstnct regulauons.
gomg to go away."
the campaign trrul.
Under those rules, companies whtch
Busmesses whtch leave Califorma are
es, but would be constdcred a public benefit
"Running for state-wide office, l guess, to taxpayers.
manage to keep their pollution emissions running away from the problem, Brown
is a family tradiuon," said Brown, the demThe tax-free status of the bonds makes below legal limits, earn credits. They can, said, adding that many businesses are also
ocratic candidate for California treasurer.
them attractive to investors and gives busi- and often do, sell those credits to other rushing to relocate in Southern Cal1fomia.
"It's hard to get known in California pol- nesses the opponunity to borrow money at companies.
itics," she continued. "You have to spend lower rates than they normally could.
a lot money in advertising to rise above
Under the terms of the current tax law,
the din."
the limit for those bonds stands at $1 bill'rofeHionAl
Prompt
Just Cost ERective
In that sense Brown said her name is def- lion in California. Brown would like to
initely an asset. Brown is a member of a see that limit raised. So would her oppoMarketing Service • Advertising· Printing
very elite family, one which contains two nent, but they differ by how much the
Commercial Photography • Text • Typesetting • Slide Show
former governors: Edmund G . "Pat" limit should jump.
Video Production • Packaging Design &. Printing
Brown, her father; and Jerry Brown, her
brother.
rown suggested that California
WE
ARE
REASONABLE IN PRICES &. COST EFFECTIVE
should be allowed to buy credAnd that well-known name has been
enough to make Brown a media darling, as
its from other states that have
SAF MARKETING
she vies for one of the state's most powernot met their private activity
Call (714) 357-2499 or FAX (714) 357-3759
ful posts.
bond limits. The process would work
14461 ShAdow Drive, FontAnA • c...tlfoml.a 92335
The Wall Street Journal called her
"the most exciting Democrru to come
along m Cahfornia s mce her brother
burst onto the scene a decade-and-a-half
ago."
Brown met with the Business Journal staff in mtd-July for a private intervew , where she out.hned her postLions and how they relate to the
busmess commumty.
Brown's maJOr emphasis is on how
the state manages its money. She said
the state IS losing S50 to S60 mtllion
annually because of the way 1l borrows
money. She srud the state has failed to
issue S7 bilhon in voter-approved general obhgatlon bonds whtch are sorely
needed for building schools and roads,
buymg land for parks and provtding a
host of other servtces.
And not -;urpnsmgly, Brown sa1d sh.:
can do a better JOb correcung the\C tlls
than her opponent, Thomas Hayes. He
has been described by the Wall Street
Journal as a competent but colorless
ctvtl servant. Gov. George DeukmeJtan appomted Hayes to fill the treasurer
spot vacated when the powerful Jesse
Unruh died two years ago.
Apart from her name, though, Brown
has also attracted auention from the
business community because of her
views and experience. Brown formerly
worked as a corporate attorney for the
law firm of O'Melveny and Myers,
where she participated in millions of
dollars in financings.
In March, she spoke at a luncheon
3ponsored by the San Francisco Munictpal Forum and other bond groups. Her
tal~ was covered by The Bond Buyer, a
tra ,e newspaper, which focuses on
ne s regarding municipal bonds.
o-\t the luncheon, she criticized the
way California has managed its bond
sale~ to comply with arbitrage rebate
regulations in the federal Tax Reform
A,, of 1986, accordmg to the Bond
Buyer story.
She told the luncheon listeners, Californta has been losing millions because
of th" way it has been borrowing from
its own investment pool, selling general ohligation bonds and then paying
back money into the pool. She said the
. ~u~ce.'>s never come..., easily. It takes ye-Jr'> ofhanJ work, in.'>ight and a J)Cr'>onal
state could have saved as much as S60
dedtcllton to excellence
million m Interest payments m 1989 tf
At American Airline~. we share that dedication. And work hard to make flying
it had used alternative borrowmg vehia'> ha'>sle-free ~L'> pos.'>ible. That's why bu'>ine'>s traveler., around the vvorld depend
cles.
on Amencan for con.'>L'>tent high-quality o.,ervice whenever th<..""\ fl\:
That theme, of better managmg bond
lhgether Amencan AJrlines and American Eagle :--.erve nearfv 2'50 destinations
transactions, is one Brown has been
\\.'orldwide ~>if you 'rc going places in hu'>iness, let American take mu there Call
hammering home dunng the campa1gn.
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Deficit Reduction Scenarios Called Negative for Stocks
in MONEY Magazine August Forecast But Analyst Sivy
Sees Electric Utilities As Bright Spot

A Brown Of A Different Gender

In the tntervtew wtth the Bustnt'SS
Journal, Brown also outlined her proposal to raise the cap limit of private

JULY 28 -

·

»tA::tiJlng ""Y"~u-u tn

the~~
UIF.

eficit reduction scenarios Sivy expects interest rates to decline
half of one percentage point by
under discussion in
Washington could ap ec- spring. Although he thinks the economy will weaken and "corporate
onomic growth for the first six to
12 months and "the stock market is profits will get shakier," he believes
a recession may still be avoided.
vulnerable to a setback that could
Sivy continues to anticipate
knock the Dow Industrials down to
"strong returns" from high2500," according to Money magaquality bonds, and sees
zine senior editor and finanhigh-quality electric
cial analyst Michael
utilities as an
Sivy.
"attractive sec"In theory, areYou don't need to be
tor" of the
duction in the feda stock
stock market.
eral deficit of
"With the
market historian to
about $50 billion
economy
is bullish for
understand why no bull
slowing and
stocks and
market in the past 50 years rates
falling,
bonds," Sivy
has been kicked off by a
utilities
writes in his Aucould
sizable tax increase.
gust MONEY
shine," Sivy
Forecast, noting
writes.
that "if the gov-Michael Sivy
"Start with a
ernment borrows
Financial Analyst
yield of six to
less, interest rates
seven percent,
should fall, boosting
mix in annual earnthe value of financial asings growth of three to
sets."
But, a deficit accord is likely to in- four percent, top off with a linle exclude higher taxes as well as spend- tra gain from lower rates and -- presto-- you've got a double-digit reing cuts, Sivy notes. He adds,
"You don't need to be a stock mar- turn," he concludes.
ket historian to understand why no
Order Your Book Of List
bull market in the past 50 years has
been kicked off by a sizable tax inNow!
crease."
See Page 25 For More
Once there i~ a budget accord ,
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Newsmakers

1n Utah, D1ckson later erved as a rate analyst for the Mountain Fuel Supply Co. m
Utah. a rate analyst for Northwest P1pelme
Corp .. also in Utah , and as a ~mor rate analyst, agam wnh MountaiO Fuel Supply
Co. In 1984, he was appomtcd D1rector of
Gas Supply Manag ement for r-.lountam
r u.:l Supply Co , semng nearly half a
mtllton r.:s1denuai, comrncrc1al and mdustnal customers. Hts duues mcluded tesufying in rate proceedtngs and negouaung
settlements wtth the staff of Public Servtce
Commissions in Utah and Wyommg.
He holds a master's degree 10 business administration from the University of Utah
in Salt Lake City and a bachelor's degree in
Joel Dickson Named New economics from Weber State College in
of Regulatory Af - Ogden, Utah.
V . P.
Dickson is a resident of Alta Lorna,
fairs and Utility Busiwhere he lives with his wtfe, Teresa, and
ness Development
their four children.
Joel A. Dickson, a veteran of 14 years
in gas and water utility operations, has
joined San Dimas-based Southern CaliforPro nia Water Co. in a newly-created position HMC Group Announces
of vice president of regulatory affairs and motions
utility business development, according to
James L. Gilliam, AJA, and Roben J.
William V. Caveney, chairman of the
Kam, AlA, were promoted from senior asboard and chief executive officer.
Previously vice president of fmance and SOCiates to principals for HMC Group, Onadministration for suburban water systems tario, formerly HMC Archl!ects, Inc.
Gilham, who has been wtth HMC Group
in La Puente, Dickson will work to enhance Southern California Water Compa- for II years, became an associate in 1980
ny's aggressive efforts in water conserva- then a senior associate in 1985.
During his years with HMC, he has been
tion and related tariff design. He also will
be responsible for analyzing financial im- actively involved in the planning, design,
pacts of potential utility acquisitions.
and supervision for many of the ftlm's eduAfter entering the utilities industry as a cational projects. He also serves o n the
Inland Cali

•

chapter of the American Insututc of Architects and past chairman of the Coal1110n for
Adequate School Housmg.
Ka10 , who has been wnh HMC Group
for nme years, became an A ssoctatc 1n
1983 t11en a sen1or assoc1atc m 1985. Durmg Kam's tenure With HMC. he ha~ . erved
as proJect d1rcctor for many of the ftrm 's
med1cai factllllCS. A member of the Inland
Cahfornta Chapter of the Amencan Institute of Architects, he served as prestdent
two years ago.
Two other promouons were also announced. Leonard C. Metcalf, AlA, who
has been with HMC for five years, was
promoted from associate to senior associate. Chris R . Taylor, who has been with
the flrm for six years, was promoted to associate.
HMC specializes in architecture, engineering, interior design and comprehensive
planning services for the fields of health
care and education, as well as government
and commerce industry. Currently celebrating its 50th year in business, HMC Group
has offices in Ontario, Upland and San
Diego.

C hino Valley Bank has announced
the opening of their founeenth branch office at 2155 Chicago Avenue, Suite 300,
Riverside. Tom PodmaJersky is the vice
president and manager of the bank's newest
office.
Located in the heart of the Hunter Park/
North Riverside area, the Riverside Busi-

•

•

•

the 60, Fwy., and 215 freeways.
PodmaJCrsky, who recently JOined
Valley Bank, has a busmess bankmg background, havmg worked w1th Ftrst Busmess
Bank and Secunty Pactltc Bank. He tS
graduate of Rutgers Un1versny wl!h a
grc.: 10 Economtcs/Fmancc.
Ch10o Valley Bank, the largest
dent bank headquartered 10 R1verstde and
San Bernard10o counties, has aga10 been
awarded the top rating of "Super l'rPmu•·rt
Performmg Bank" for 1989 by Findley Repon, mak10g I! the tenth year Ch10o Valley Bank has recetved the highest raung for
independent banks in California. The
bank's 14 branch locauons scr\'C the Inland
Emp1rc and greater San Gabriel Valley.

Tom Podmajersky
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Hospital Expansion in the Inland Empire Bucks National
And Statewide Trends
.

VERONICA

REYNOSO

WEST COVINA

Rtverside
and Ana-

heim.

ments,whenfullycomp~ted.shouJds~nill~tlydccr~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

the commute time for many individuals."
The first S8.6 million phase of improvements will stretch
five miles between Main Street and Magnolia Avenue in
Riverside County. The plans call for adding one freeway
lane in both direcuons restricted to car pools only. In addiuon, an auxiliary lane will be added on both sides between
McKinley and the 15/91 interchange.
The prOJect whtch stretched from Magnolia Ave. 10 Riverside to the 57 freeway in Anaheim, is expected to be completed at a pnce tag of approximately S90 million.
Between Magnolia and Highway 71 total tmprovemcnts
wtll include the addtllon of one lane 10 each duccuon; between the 71 and Htghway 55 two lanes wtll be added; and
on the remainmg stretch of htghway between the 55 and
Highway 57, one lane wtll be added Addntonally, plans call
for an auxtharv lane at the 71.
The Htghwa} 91 tmpron:mcnt prOJ!Xt tS one ol tho.: ftN
to I~ paruall) lumkd \V Hh tliCHit~s I rom :'-.lca~un:: ,\, \Yh11.:h
wa.s appro,cd ovcn•hclm10gl) b} Rtvcr~tde Count) voters
last year. 1\.ka.sure A t~ the hall -percent sales tax mtuauve
that is c:~:.peucd to raJsc an csumatcd S 1.1 btl !ton over 20
years for transportation tmprovcmcnts m the county.
However, completion of the Orange County ponton of the
prOJeCt may htt a temporary snag over lack of fundmg, according to Massman
'The real tssue ts, 'When w til Orange County butld thctr
portion?' Current!} , they only have part of the fundmg necessary for complcuon. However, the latest word from Orange County offictals tS that they expect to come up with
the remaining funds for thetr poruon from Propostuon Ill
monies," he satd.
J.F. Davidson Associates, Inc., an e ngineering and planHwy 9t R1versule County The fust 8.6 million 111
ning ftrrn
unprovemc:nu Will suetch five rrules bet ween M l.lll
headqw:rtcred
Street and Mognolio Ave
in Riverside,
ts completing all plans,

specifications and estimates for
the ftrst
phase of the
Highway91
tmprovements and is
a subconttactor to Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Qurud
and Douglas
Inc. on the
projecL

FOR THE MOST
COMPLETE SERVICE-LOCATINGFINANCING AND DELIVERY OF
YOUR NEXT
LINCOLN-MERCURY CONTACT

new San Bcrnardtno Count) Mcdtcal Cen- The unc ompens<Hccl care c nsts
ter replacement facility . St i\lary Desert "til have been rcsol vcd m one
The conunumg expanston of hosp1tal Valley Hospnal has also recently an- way or another, for 11 cannot
phys1cal plants and services m the Inland nounced plans for a new 180 bed hospttal grow without wreaking havoc on
Emptre is 10 remarkable contrast to what tS in Hesperia wtth an csumaled one-thousand the majority of health care providers and directly or indirectly on
found 10 other parts of California and the employees.
A new hospital is currently under con- the public these hospitals serve.
nation . Major changes in reimbursement
policies by third-party insurers, including struction in Rancho Cucamonga. This 49- Hospitals within the Inland Emboth the federal and state government, has bed Rancho Cucamonga Hospital and Med- pire, in partnership with their inFLEET MANAG ER
wreaked havoc on the bottom-line operat- ical Center is targeted for completion by creasingly sophisticated medical
A DRIVE WORTH MAKING
staff members, will provide a
IOg margins of most hospitals. In addi- the end of 1990.
tion, increasing amounts of uncompensatrange of services and quality to
ed care has reduced operating margins.
Demand for High-Tech Se r vice make the region second to none
This loss of operating margin has contrib- Vis-A- Vis Reduced Operating Mar- in health care.
uted to the closure of 19 hospitals 10 gins Place Hospitals at Risk
LINCOLN MERCURY
Boyd Bauer is Regional Vice
Southern California since 1983, while another 19 hospitals have either dropped their
A recent study on the utilization of the PrestdenJ of the HospiJal Council of
Trauma Center designation or downgraded emergency medical care system in San Ber- SouJhern California (f/CSC). The
Hospital Council is a non-profit
their emergency department status. Dur- nardino County found the system to fre1840 E. GARVEY AVE. SO.
hospital trade associaJion dedicaJed
ing this same period of time, no acute care quently be operating at peak capacity. The
W. COVINA
to assisting area hospitals providhospital in the Inland Empire closed.
March 1989 study called the "Report of the ing quality health care to Southern
(818) 966-0681
The ability of area hospitals to ex- Blue Ribbon Committee on Emergency
pand in the midst of an otherwise depressed Medical Services," concluded that the near
operating environment reflects significant continuous funcuonmg of the emergency
decisions and strategies on the part of hos- medical system at maximum capacay conpital CEOs, hospital boards, medical staff, stitulcs a threat to public health and safety
and employees. More than ever before, withtn San Bernardmo County. Although
most area hospitals are paring expenses LO a comparable study has not been done for
ncar the lowest limtts, adopting new and Rtverside County, the situation IS probably
aggressive strategies, continually search- quite comparable. This threat to public
lOg for new market mches, and takmg risks health and safety may be described in terms
to capture "market share" particularly of a "brown out" Stm tlar to that which may
among the grow10g number of new rest- tmpact an clcctrtcal power system when
dents in the Inland Empire. Without thts the demand for servtcc exceeds the capaclly
stgntftcant populauon growth fueltng the of the system to provtde servtcc at the
need for more service capactty and addtuon- umc requested.
al scrvtces, the raptd hospital cxpanston
Wtth 50 percent of Caltfornta hosptwould be greatly tempered.
tals fintsh10g last year with net operaung
losses, ll should be that as area hospttals
C\\ Rc~idenb Tran,fcr Allegiance
c;-.pand thctr scrvteccapacuy, cspcctally 111
(her Time
htgh cost areas such as the expansion o l
emcrgem.y departments and addtng ICU/
A maJOr segment of new Inland Em- CCU beds, the) do so wtth signtftcant fipire residents ha ve moved from Los An- nancial risk. Thts nsk tS amplified by the
geles or Orange County with a smaller fact that expansion usually rcqutrcs longloo Angoloo CAilulor Telephone Compony
number from San Otego County. Many of term debt service whtlc retmburscments
these new residents commute to work ncar levels and uncompensated care may fluctuthetr former home base and conunuc to rc- ate beyond the predictable ranges detcr1410 E. Foothill Blvd. Upland Ste. M
cctve thctr health care scrv1ces outstdc the mmcd by even the most astute financtal
area. Over umc, however, an 10crcasmg forecasters.
number of Inland Emp1rc restdcnts seck
their health care serv ices ncar home sct- T he Year
Maintaining a corporate apartment in California is t h e ideal way to ease the transition of relocating
ung. This transfer of allegiance is a major 2000
employees. Breune r's FREE Relocation Service will take care of all the details!
clement supporting local hospital expan• Apartmen ts avai lable in most California cities
• House keeping &: maid service
Therapidsion .
• C omp lete packages available incl uding
• Transportation information
i ty
of
furni t ure, ho useware, linens, appliances,
• Area demograph ic &: recreational informat ion
change in
New Hospita ls Pla nned fo r the
utilities &: more!
• Commercial office suites
health care
Inla nd Em pire
services and
Moreno Valley Medical Center has been delivery
-~ HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS VS. CORPORATE APARTMENTcompleted. This new facility which will suggests
provide a full-range of services including that, by the
Daily Cost
Monthly Cost
OB is expected to open in September. Riv- year 2000,
Corporate Apartment
Daily Cost
erside General Hospital University Medical the changes
$65- 125
$1950- 3750
1 Bedroom Apartment
$30 - 50
$25- 35
$ 750- 1050
Center has a site selected m Moreno Valley tn the InGroceries may be reimbursed
for a new 364 bed replacement facility land Empire
Total Cost- 1 Month Stay
$2700- 4800
Total Cost-1 Month Stily
which will employ an estimated 1800 per- will be very
signifi~L
sons.
Breuners will work with y~ur Reloc~l ion or Human Resources Director to assist with your company's relocati~.
Sharp HealthCare has plans for an acute The level
For free mformallon call 800-432-RE T (loll free in California) or (818) 964-7158
care hospital on tneir 46 acre campus in of sophistiTemecula. In addition to the existing cated servic44 California Locations to Serve You!!
skilled nursing facihty, Sharp HealthCare es available
has plans for multiple buildings housing a will be so
Northern California
wide range of medical offices, diagnostic high that
Southern Callfomla
• Albany
• Son Co~os
and treatment facilities at their campus lo- few resi•
Anaheim
• Morino Oellltl'f • Woodland Hills
• Doly City
• Son ffoncloco (2)
cated at the confluence of I-15 and 1-215 in dents will
Relocation Services • llewrly HHis • No<fllllldge
• Ff.sno
• Son Jo•
• Brentwood
• Palm Springs
• Hayward
• Son llaloel
Southern Riverside County.
need
to
HOME AND OFFICE 8
• City ollndustry • Patodeno
• Mountoln VIew
• Sonia lloao
Victor Valley Commun ity Hospital has travel out• eos~a r.~..a • 11,_110e
NEVADA
800-432-RENT
• Oaldond
• Santo Clara
•
hcondldo
• Son Diego (2)
(toll free in California)
• Pleasant Hill
• S1oc1c1on
announced plans for a new one hundred bed side the area
• Hawlhome
• Sherman Oc*s • Reno
• lloncho CordoYo • Volejo
• long leocll
• Torrance
• loa \legOI
(818) 964-7158
hospital in Hesperia. San Bernardino for any type
• Soeromento <2> • Walnut c • l os Angeles
• TUIItn
(other states)
County wtll shortly decide on a site for the of service.

b_1 Boyd Bauer

The long-a""aited traffic tmprovcmcnts to ""'den the !trst
phase of a 23.8 mtlc SC{:UOn of Htghwa) 91 ~tween Rl\erstde and Anahetm arc movmg closer to thctr anuctpated construcuon start date.
But Rtverstde County officials arc concerned the pro1cct
may hit a "snag" on the Orange County Stde, because that
county may have trouble coming up with its share of the
funds for the project. The 91 is the only direct link between Orange and Riverside Counties.
Final engineering design drawings for phase one of the
improvements were submitted to the Riverside County
Transportation Commission in early J uJy and construction
is anticipated to begin in early 1991.
"This project is really on the fas t track," said Ralph
Wheeler, deputy director of the highways and drainage group
for J .F. Davidson Associates, Inc. "The normal timelme for
a project of this scope ts usually three-to-five years before
construction commences."
"The 91 widening has been a top priority for us," said
Mark Massman, Measure A project manager for the Riverside County Transportauon Commission. "These improve-
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'
Weammakeyou

look great on paper.
An Apple' Macin!Osh' computer can help you handle virtually any business
task, with efficiency and clarity And Apple printers are designed to ensure that what
you get on paper looks as good as what's on your screen
T h e Inland Empire Business Journal is
cre a t ed on t h e Macint osh II c x,. with P a geM a ke r,.
s oft ware and proofe d on a Apple® LaserWri ter lint ...

Software Service & Computers
6667 Indiana Ave.
Riversi de, CA. 92506

(714) 787-4833
So 1f look111g your best on paper IS as 1mportan1 to

you as be111g your best in
printer demonstration.

hus111e~.

see us soon for an Apple

Jack Br idgman
Apple Product Manager

Cellular Phones
@~@a@'?/©7/

Breuners
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National Perspective

can create a fa ir system that provides reasonable assistance
10 individuals who have received poor qualtly medical services, wtthout overcompensating anomeys and claimants.
Once this tS accomplished, the cost of defensive medicine
will be reduced.
Health care costs in the United States are increasang at
The modem medical technology that holds our hopes for
such a rate that by the year 2000, the total health care exa cure to AIDS and other life-threatening diseases is not
penditures will exceed one-and-one-half trillion dollars.
inexpensive. We will be forced to make very difficult deciThis represents a 300 percent increase from 1987 and in
sions as 10 which diseases we can afford to fight and
1986 the total health care expenditures represented 11.1
which diseases will remain unchallenged. We will be
percent of the Gross auonal Product. In the same year
forced to decide which patient will reJapan spent 6.7 percent of its GNP on health care.
There is no single reason why the inflation
The bottom line on this crisis Is "who will pay for what services?" ceive hfe-extendmg treatments and
in health care costs is raising faster than all
The employer has been footing the bill for years, through group which patient will not. For a generation
other sectors of the economy. There are how- health Insurance premiums for their employees, through Social Se- of Americans that have been raised in
the "wonder drug" and the "health care
ever, a myriad of factors that are fueling the
curity taxes and through corporate Income taxes. Any national
is a right" era, expectations must fall in
cost spiral. Wh1le each of these factors IS
health Insurance plan that mandates health benefits for all
the path of limited fmanciaJ resources.
unique and serves to compound the overall inemployees, will place an even greater burden on the employer.
The bouom line on this crisis is
llanon, there are e1ght key factors which most
"who will pay for what services?" The
heav1ly impact the problem.
employer has been footing the bill for
The first factor IS that the population is agmg. The baby boomers are gelling older and requiring health care cost crisis, the question of the decade is "Can years, through group health insurance premiums for their
more health care services, and the over 65 age group is anything be done to control this problem?" As there are employees, through Social Security taxes and through corone of the fastest growing age groups. As America many factors that contribute to the problem, no single so- porate income taxes. Any national health insurance plan
"greys," its population requires more health services to lution will solve the problem and many of the proposed that mandates health benefits for all employees, will place
solutions will have a severe negative impact on various an even greater burden on the employer.
sustain life.
As we look into the future, I think that we will see emThe second factor ts that the spectrum of health care ser- segments of the economy.
As each of the major factors are analyzed, it becomes ployers faced with even higher costs and a country striving
vices IS becoming more complex. Americans expect the
health care industry to provide them with spare parts. In quite clear that there are no easy artswers and certainly no to make some very hard decisions. However, without
1988, there were 12,800 organ transplants performed in short-term solutions. Although we know that there is very strong leade rship on the national level, there will not be
America. This represents a 300 percent increase over Iitlle that we can do about getting older, as a nation we do significant reforms in the system and the health care in1981. Cornea grafts increased from 15,550 m 1981 to have the ability 10 have a positive effect on our long-term dustry will only respond to regional market influences. As
35,000 m 1987. The number, types and success of trans- health by avoiding or eliminating harmful substances and this occurs, we will see more rationing of health care and
plants will only increase as we develop beuer Immuno- conditions wtthin o ur lives. Alcohol, tobacco, smog, a two-tiered delivery system where only the wealthy obsuppressive drugs, gene therapy and prosthetic replacement drugs, chemicals, stress, lack of exercise and dangerous ac- tain the best health care avatlable.
tivities all contribute 10 the deterioration of the human
parts.
The thtrd factor tS new and has more compltcated diSOr- body. To the extent that these can be mitigated, the long- Paul Taggart is the Director of Managed Care for the 350
ders -- such as AIDS. In 1989, more than 100,000 Amen- term health of the nauon w1ll 1mprove and, therefore, the bed Desert llospital zn Palm Spnngs California. lie has
cans have been d1agnoses with AIDS. IllS predtcted that, demand for health care serv1ces wtll be lessened.
an MBA f rom Pepperdine Umversity and a 16 year career
The malpracuce c n s1s won't be resolved until the nauon in health care financial rntJnagement
by the end of 199 1, over 270,000 Amencans w1ll have
hcen d1agnosed . Even more dc,astaung 1s that conser,a11\0.: esumates pla.:e the numO..:r ol HlV mlcctcd Cllltcns at
The Small Employers Approach to Health Care Benefits
over one mtllton. Although "'or!.. 1s progn:ss1ng on a vaccme,ll '''11 sull be many years before 11 v.1ll be avatlable
by Paul Taggart
As nev. and bener drugs arc developed 10 case the symptoms ol AIDS, the AIDS pauents w1ll ltve longer and the
As the nation grapples with the current health care cost cric;is, tbe smaJI employer is still trying to
cost per case v. til muc<Jsc
determine how he can afford t provide health care benefitc; to his employees and still remain comThe fourth factor ts that the Amcncan's e~pcctauons arc
petitive in the marketplace. Large employers can hire consultants and design self-funded plans bot
mcreasmg. c"' and more costly technology ts bemg dewhat can the emplo_}er do if he only has 25 or fewer employees?
veloped 10 prolong ltfe. Hosp1tals and other medtcal proThere are some, alternatives for tbe employer, sucb as HMOs, PPOs, cost sharing and benefit''lders arc constanlly bombarded by phystc1ans and paucnts
design
changes. Tbese programs may help to mitigate the cost, without decreasing the quality of the
who demand that they have the best and newest technolohealth care. Each pro&rram should be carefully reviewed and matched to the needs of the employer,
gy avatlable.
the employees and their dependents.
The fifth factor ts that much of the health care providP-d
An HMO (Heallb Maintenance Organization) model is a pre-paid bealtb plan that differs signiri·
10 Amencans tS uncompensated or unde rcompensated.
cantly
from traditional health insurance. The HMO model requires tbe employer to pay a premium
Many states and local governments are unable 10 fund the
rate that is osoally calculated on a community-wide basis, and the plan members mu st use the panel
money required to fully pay for the medtcally mdigent
providers to receive benefits. Typically, the HMO will use an integrated medical group to provide
population. As an example, more and more hospttals
the physician services and contract with a hospital in the local area. The HMO plan premium is usuwtthtn Califomta are pulling out of the trauma network
ally lower than traditional or PPO plans and therefore attractive to companies with lean employee
due to mounting losses from uncompensated care. Therebenefit budgets.
fore, if some patients aren't paying their fair share, then
The PPO (Preferred Provider Organization) model is currently offered by most insurance compa·
the remamder of the patients end up paying more than
nies and offers more individual choice for the plan members. Typically the insurance company ton·
their fatr share.
tracts with local physicians and hospitals, at reduced fees for service, to create a network of PreThe sixth factor tS the tremendous cost for malpracuce
ferred Providers. These Preferred Providers are channeled patients by way of the co-payment
insurance. Physiciarts and hospitals are paymg incredible
design in the plan. Most plans require the plan member to pay a significantly higher share or the
malpractice insurance premiums. Americans, m general,
cost (co-payment) if tbey use non-network providers. Tbe PPO premium is usually higher than the
and Californians specifically, are very liugious. As many
HMO model, but much less than the traditional Indemnity plan.
perceive that the "best health care available" ts their right
Tbe traditional Indemnity plans are still available with most insurance companies. They offer althey also believe that they have a nght to compensation
most
unlimited choice of providers for the plan member, but the premium cost is high and increasfor mJury due to provtder malpractice. In California, the
ing at a rate greater than inOation eacb year. In order to determine which is the best model for a
average obstetnctan pays over $60,000 annually m malspecif"te company, the employer must keep in mind that the greater the choice and availability of
practice insurance. This represents approxunately one third
provickrs, the higher the premium cost.
of the physiCian cost for the average delivery.
~fore an _employer goes out looking for a new health plan, he needs to be armed with a great deal
The seventh factor tS the cost of provtding servic"s that
of mformahon. The employer should first determine which benefits are tbe most important to his
are not really requtred or that the cost of the service outemployees and determine how much the company can afford to spend on health care benefits. If the
weighs the benefit to the patient. As physicians and other
employees are relatively young and bealthy, tbey may be more interested in maternity pediatric
providers attempt to mttigate the malpracuce exposure by
and catac;trophic coverage. An older employee base may be - j Please See "Health Care:' Page 35
pracucing "defens1ve" med1cine, the cost of the additional,
The eighth factor is the issue of access to providers and
the regional oversupply of certam medical providers. The
overal l statewtde average occupancy in California hospttals is slightly over 50 percent. Americans may be wtlling
to travel several miles to a hospital; however, they arc reluctant to travel more than a couple miles to see a doctor.
A decentralized health care delivery system has certain inherent duplication of services and costs, therefore creating
economic inefficiencies.
With each of these factors contributing to our national

marginally beneficial tests and servtces mount up. In our
national zest for the "best health care available," we conswne health care resources that may only provide a nominal benefit to the paucnt.

This cheerful gentleman is a
member of Kaiser Permanente. As
he has been for almost 40 years.
Because through those years,
we've provided him and his
employer with consistently affordable rates. And a broad range of

health care benefits. Covering not
to find out how we can help your
just illness, but programs designed
company.
to help people stay well.
We've stood for quality
No wonder 30,000 employers and value for nearly half a century.
offer us. And millions of employees
Maybe that's why so many
have chosen us. Call (818)
···~~ of our members have known
405-3206 or 1 (800) 537- 1671 Ill~ 11~
us since we were jll<;t a kid.
I<AISER PERMANENTE

Good people. Good medicine.
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The Largest Retail Office Furniture Dealers In The Inland Empire:

Cal State Campus Adding $112 Million
in Buildings

Ran ked by nu mber of Inland Empire Em ployees

Growth and construction arc synony- created by the architectural firm of Rossetu
mous w1th msututions in the Inland Em- Associates from Santa Momca. Construepire and the campus at California State lion began in Mayl990, w1th the universiUniversity, San Bernardino, is no excep- ty planning to occupy the building in
tion to that pattern. Over $112 million in 1992.
major building projects are already ap- An addition to the student unproved and underway. Another $45 million ion. This 24,000-square- foot addition will
in projects are on the drawing boards.
double the size of the Student Union. A
Early campus planners anticipated a large second floor will be added to the present
university on the San Bernardino site. The structure, along with a new two-story
university sits on nearly 450 acres. Prior wing. Construction will begin this fall on
to the population explosion of the 1980s this $3.4 million project.
in the Inland Empire, few people thought
- Business and Information Scithe San Bernardino campus would need all ences. The School of Business and Public
that space. Cal State began the 1980s with Administration will be joined by the dejust over 4600 students. This fall, the uni- partments of mathematics and computer
The new Buuness and Wonnauon Scien= building 11 Cal State, San Bemarchno,will feature a large secversity expects to enroll more than 12,000. science in this 122,000- square-foot strucond floor terrace. The terrace will be a focal point for many regional and univen•ty activities .
As double digit growth in enrollments ture. An innovative architectural design for
became an annual event, serious planning the building will invite regional leaders and a part of the new library, supported in part $24.4 million structure. Present plans are
began to add new classrooms, faculty offic- professionals to participate in university by the campus computer center which will to occupy it in 1994.
es and hbrary facilities. A small faculty of- programs. The latest in computer technolo- be located in this new complex.
- Visual arts. A central element in the
fice building, completed in 1987, is the gy will be a special feature of the instruc- Cen tral Mall enhancement. In mission of Cal State has been to provide
first of what will be nearly $200 million tional programs. Overall costs are estimat- conjunction with the library addition, the high-quality music, theater, arts, and drama
in construction before the end of the ed at $24.5 million. Construction is Central Mall on the campus will be devel- programs in the Inland Empire. Architectuscheduled to begin in spring 1991, and oc- oped to enhance student and community ral design on this 91,000-square-foot,
1990s.
ProJects totaling 622,000-square-feet, cupancy is planned for 1993. Leason Po- gatherings. Landscaping, lighting, and new $16.7 million project began this summer.
budgeted at Sl 12 milhon, have been ap- meroy Associates of Orange are the archi- plantings will turn the Central Mall into Construction is projected to begm in 1992,
proved by the state of California and are tects.
an inviting front door to the campus. w1th occupancy by the University in 1994.
- An Addition to Pfau Library. Present plans call for an outdoor auditoriproceedmg through architectural design,
Several other bUtldmgs are beginning the
working drawings, and construction. These The largest building on the campus will um as part of th1s proJeCt so that gradua- process of ach1evmg approval from the
become even more of a landmark when it is tion ceremonies can be held there. This state. Proposals were submitted this year
projects mcludc:
- Humanities and student servic- doubled in size through this addition. Con- project will be completed concurrently on an admtnistrative services complex for
es. This buildmg IS being constructed on struction will begin m 1991 on this $22.9 with the hbrary addition.
$4.8 million and a social and behavioral
- H ea lth and physical education. sciences building for $27.2 million. Rethe east side of the central mall of the cam- m1llion prOJeCt. Rossetti Associates of
pus. il will serve as a major focal point for Santa Momca have c reated an outstandmg Cal State conunues to enhance its athletic quests are bemg prepared for s ubmissiOn
cntenng s tudems and w1ll be home to sev- des1gn wh1ch mcorporates the features of programs. This fac ility wtll support those withm the next two years for a new theatre
eral departments m the School of Humam- the ongmal structure mto an excuing new expanded programs. Design work is just arts buildmg and for a new school of educaues. A stnk.tng dcs1gn for the buildmg was bu1ldmg. The most modem serv1ces w1ll be beginning on thrs 132,000- square-foot, tion facihty.

Degree Programs in·
Information Science
Master of Science
The Management of Information Systems
Master of Science
The Management of Telecommunication Systems
Master of Science
Computer Information Systems
Doctor of Philosophy
The Management of Infonnation Systems

Designed for both full-time and employed students who
seek careers in the development and management of computer information systems in organizations. Applications
~or admission are now being accepted. Please direct inquirIes to:
Programs in Information Science
The Claremont Graduate School
Academ1c Computing Building
130 E. Ninth Street
Claremont, CA 91711-6190
(714)
621-8209

The.:

Clar~mont

f f'l. GraJuatc.:

Company
Name & Address

Employees
Inland Emp.
Comp.-Wide
103
103

WND

40
40

N/A

18
Freemon, Jr. Co. Inc.
743 West Htghland Ave.
18
San Bemardmo
Enlouch Busmcss lnls.
IS
9269 Utica Ave.
15
Ran<·ho Cucamonga,CA 91730

WND

Pauon Sales Corp
444 East Holt Blvd.

2

3

-l

5

6

7

X

SAmount in
Sales in (000)
Empire/Co. Wide

Ontar1o, CA 91762
Ikon Business Systems
1451 Pomona Road
Corona, CA 91720

Stockwell & Binney
3750 14th Sueel
Riverside, CA 92501
:l.k:l.lahan Busmcss Furn
193X South E Strecl
San Bcrnardmu, CA 92-lOX
Surplus Office Sales
2313 Baker Street
Ontario, CA 9 1761
ABE Corpurallon
500 North Sequoia
Ontano, CA '12.107

Services

Product
Lines

Profile
Headquarte!'<
Year Founded

Sales ~tanager
Name
Title/Phone

Custom Design
Showroom
Consullatton
Retail Office
Furniture

Lazy Boy
Chatr World

On tar to
1959

John Novock
Exec. V.P.
(714) 988-0661

All MaJor
Manufacturer

Corona
1979

Ed Gilmore
Manager
(714) 371-6231

Chatrs
File CabmelS
Typewriters
Dc,rgn
Support
lnstallallon

ffi M, Adler
Sanyo, Norelco
Olympus
Knoll
Trend"a}'

San Bernardino
1966

Don Headstrom
Sales Manager
(714) 824-2 110

Ran<·ho
Cu<·amonga

Design
Installation
Set-up, Delivery
Saks
Des1gn

Chair World
National, Tiffany,
Omni-Pacific, EOC
Alha, Cuk
AJ.:x, Stuarl, Fu1ura
Lazy-Boy

San Bernardino
1926

Brll WI•''"
l\.lana!!cr
c71-ll lJ.l:'i-1'' 7
Roxanne Russell
Sales Manager
(7 14) 683 -0710
Ruhcrl \luorc

Btll \lite,,·
Pre,,Jcnt
(7].Ji Y.J) l:'i:'i7
Loren Walters
President
(714) 889-3611

(i,·n. 1\l.ma~,·r

Ch' ncr/Prc,tJ,·m

171-ll 3711-.l-.l.lX

Sales, Delivery
Set-up

Continental, Summit
Desk, Lazy-Boy, HON

Ontario
19 82

(7].J) .nu .t.l.JX
Mike Ray
President
(714) 947-7770

Nc\\ & l 1!>C<l
Sales & Scrv1cc

Andcrson
Conlmental
Seta

Whtlttcr
1965

0

S3,000

10
10

WND

'I

St>.OOO

2-l
7
7

$1 ,000
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Top Local E'ec.
Name
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Jacob Zetdman
CEO
(714 )988-0661
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Inland Emptre

Bus~neu

e~o~c.ry effort lS m ade lO enJoom.ot. 3535 Inland Empue Bl• d . Onu no, CA 91764

Apartment Homes ...
With The Accent On Home

DELMAR AT
MASTER-PLANNED
TERRA VISTA
In Rancho Cucamonga, near schools, parks, shopping and more!
Full recreation facilities are on-site. And these apartment homes
offer an array of outstanding features including private garages
with openers and washerstdryers.
From the San Bernardino Frwy (1-10), take
Haven Ave. north to Foothill Blvd. Go right
on Foothill l mile to Milliken Ave. then left
l block to Church St. Turn left again 1 block
to Elm Ave. then right to Del Mar.
Open daily 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

(714) 980-RENT
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In The Know: Education In The Inland Empire

0

U.C. Riverside In Midst of $48-Mi//ion-Per- Year
Expansion Program
The University of California, Riverside The bureau th1s summer is conducting a
- with student enrollment up 69 percent marketing study for Tyler Mall and has preover the last five years -- is poised for viously made economic forecasts for the
continued dramatic growth, with visions Job Training Partnership Agency of Riverof a proJected 18,050 students by the aca- Side County.
Through UCR's Executive Education
demic year 2005-06.
The I ,200-acre campus, located at the Program, mid- and upper-level business exfoot of the Box Springs Mountains on ecutives can enhance their skills through
the eastern edge of the city of Riverside, two continuing education programs -- the
recently completed Its long-range develop- advanced management program and the exment plan wh1ch, as envisioned, would ccuuve management program. In addition,
requ1re an esumated average of S48 mil- cxecut1ve education department offers free
lion yearly 10 cap1tal improvements until quarterly community presentation s to
2005. The plan, called UCR200S , will members of the Inland Empire busmess
serve as a blucpnnt for campus growth community on such topics as corporate
tnlO the 21st c.:cntur) B) thatume, UCR culture, the legal aspects of managmg and
1s o.:xpccted to more than double in enroll- employee mOll\'allon. AdditiOnal mformament and develop nev. professiOnal uon on those programs can be obtamed by
schools and ac.:adem1c d1sc1pltnes. The phonmg (714) 787-4592.
One of UCR's newest academic features
plan av.aits approval b) the UC Board of
1s the College of Engmeenng oflenng unRegen b .
Though spec1fic proposals for new pro- dergraduate -- and eventually graduate -le~siQnal schools and ac.:adem1c programs programs m chcm1cal cngmccnng (w1th a
are yet to be developed, the campus' aca- b1ochemtcal cmphasts). electncal engmeerdemic plan has idenufied a number of po- IOg and envtronmental engmeenng. Foundtential nev. acad.ernie programs. , mcludmg ing Dean Susan Hackwood plans to make
international stud 1es, neurosc1ence, a the college a pioneering center for engmeerspace biology center and possible profes- IOg educauon and research, parucularly tn
sional schools m law and medicine/health envtronmental engmeenng and biotechnol\
ogy.
sc1ence.
UCR currently offers bachelor's degrees
The UCR School of Educauon offers
in more than SO disciplines, in addJUon to master's and doctoral degrees in addtuon to
26 Ph.D. programs and 34 master's degree teachmg credenuals in several programs.
The school plans to continue expand10g tts
programs.
Of parucular mterest to business IS the programs to meet the challenges of populaGraduate School of Management (GSM), uon growth in the Inland Emptre.
As a major research umverslty, UCR
which offers M.B.A. degrees in marketing, finance and general management. The stresses the scholarly capab1hties of both
school also panic1pates in the campus' faculty and students. The followmg UCR
graduate economiCS program offenng research units are among those that are poM.A. and Ph .D. degrees 10 finance and tenuall y strong partners of bus mess m the
management. GSM provides career plan- Inland Empire:
niOg and placement services exclusively
Citrus Re searc h
for M .B.A students, g1ving future busiCenterness leaders a vanety of opponuniues to Agricultural Experiment Station ts recdiscuss career openings with representa- ogmzed widely as one of the world's leadtives of more than ISO employers who ing teaching and research inslllutions in
visit the campus each year. Among the cttriculture, subtrop1cal horuculture and
employer~ who have htred GSM graduates semi-arid agr1culture;
are Northrop, Bank of America, IBM,
- Statewide Air Pollution Research
Rockwell International, Ford Aerospace,
General Telephone, General Dynamics, Center •s conductmg research on cnucal
The Irvine Co., Westinghouse Electric a1r pollution problems in facthues among
Corp., E.F. Hutton, and TRW.
the most sophisticated m the nauon; and
1lle Business Research Bureau links the
I
I
resourc~ of the Graduate School of ManI

t

I

I

o

Of all the big differences
between AT&T ana the competition,
the smallest difference is price.

The oldest of two community colleges governed by the San Bernardino Community
College District is San Bernardino Valley College. Fall registration starts Aug. 27.

San Bernardino's Community College District
A s the Inland Empire continues on its
track as the fastest growing area of the
state, greater numbers are returning to college, or, in many cases, starting college for
the first time.
San Bernardino Valley College and Crafton
Hills College in Yucaipa are experiencing
the mnucnce of this rapid growth.
The two colleges are governed by the
San Bernardino Community College District--serving a population of more than
100,000 w1 th an mcreasingly stronger innucncc on the trade and scrv1cc mdustrics
than c vcr before.
The two colleges arc among the 107
communtty colleges m Calt fornia whose
egalttanan policy attracts students plannmg
to transfer to untvcrstucs, seckmg marketable sk1lls, upgradmg present education or
stmply lookmg for an cxpencnce of personal growth.
Matl-tn reg1strauon for the fall semester
started m July. and tradlliOnal registration
on the campuses Starts Aug. 27 at Valley
College and Aug. 29 at Crafton Hills.
More than half of the ncar! y 17,000 stu dents expected to enroll at tl1c two colleges
will auend pan umc, most hkely in the
cvenmgs.
The evemng college setung tS one of the
ways the dtstrict provtdcs access to h1gher

education for the community. Many other
students arc reached through outreach programs of the Institute for Training and Development (a business/education partnership) and through training programs at the
Sheriffs Academy, Fire Academy, Fire Inspector's Academy, overseas study programs and courses at satcllttc cam puses at
Big Bear, Rtm of the World , Needles, Norton Air Force Base and area hospitals. In
addition, the Inland Emptre's paramedics
arc tramcd at Crafton Htlls College. Another 2,900 students recc1vc college credits
by takmg telecourses offered by the dlstrtct's college-operated tclcvts1on stauon,
KVCR-TV (Channel 24).
Transfer agreements wtth the Untvcrslly
of Calllornta, Rtverstde, and Caltforn•a
State Un1vcrs1ty , San Bcrnardtno, have
g1vcn some assurances to acadcmtc studentS that there will be a place reserved for
them at those schools when they have
completed rcquircmenLs at ctther Valley or
Crafton Htlls. The agreements are evidence
of the "communlly" aspect of the colleges.
Communuy colleges contmue to be a
bargam among instlluuons of htghcr learnmg. Fees arc sull SS a unll , or S50 for 10
units or more--compared to state colleges,
where lUILIOn IS expected to be S780 next
term.

coordmates and promotes research and other acuvtucs related to all aspects of MextcoU.S. relations, Mextco studi~. Chicano stud1es and the sc1ences which relate to Mexico.
With a full -time workforce of 2,150 and an adduional 1,800 student employees,
UCR ts one of Riverside's major employers.
UCR is on the brink of several major capital tmprovcmcnts to help accommodate
the projected growth. During the coming academic year, several major construction
projects will get underway. including expansion of the student commons and construction of a new bookstore and renovation of the histone 20,000-squarc-foot Citrus Expenment Station buildmg to house the Graduate School of Management. Other proJects on the drawmg boards are a building for the new College of Engmeering and a
new Recreation Center.

For Related Stories Please See Pages 14 and 20

Ad Deadline For Next Issue Is
August 20, 1990
Reserve Your Space Now!

Many people till think that AT&T
quality demand a bigger price tag.
But the truth is, of all the big difference between AT&T and the competition, price is the smallest.
For example, did you know?
On auerage, AnT has thefastest
call setup time. MCI 1 and US
Sprint 2 can take up to 40% longer
to set up a long di ranee call than
AT&T PRO'm WAT ervice.
AnT offers unsurpassed quality when it comes to transmittinf!.
errorfree faxes.

Discounts of 10%-26%
with AT&T PROsm WATS

Affordable AT&T BOO
READYLINE®Service

takes longer than ten minutes, you
keep it.
To sign up for PRO WAT , 800
READYLINE Service or to take the
AT&T Ten-Minute Challenge, return
the coupon below, or call toll-free.

AT&T 800 READYLINE Service is the
toll-free ervice that can help you
explore new bu ine areas, expand
into new markets, build sale ,
and improve customer service.
It's extremely affordable with low
start-up fees' a well as distancesen itive pricing and volume
discount .
And best of all, both 800
READYLINE ervice and PRO
WAT work on your existing
phone lines, so you don't need
additional equipment.

1 800 222-0400, Ext. 1949

ATs.T

Take the AT&T
AT&T'S PRO WATS can save you
10%-26% or more off our basic
Ten-Minute Challenge
Get the facts.
daytime interstate rates '-even if
In a ten-minute on- 1
I 0 I 'm r<.:ad) to ~ign up for AT&T PRO WAn
your business spend as little as
ire visit, an AT&T I [l I m read\ 10 o,tgn up for AT&T HOO
S50.00 a month on long distance
READYL.INE Semce.
Account Executive 1
calls.
0 '>end me: more mforma11on
can:
I 'J I'd ltkc: 10 t.tkc the AT,,T Ten·Mmute
What's more, your di counts
Challenge: Have 'omeonc call 10 o,c:t up
Discuss your long I
grow a your usage increases-so
I
.tn .tppom tment
distance needs; show
you won't have to change plans as you how much you could save with
lult.·
your volume grows. And discounts AT&T discount calling plans and I
apply whether you call, fax or prove how competitive our prices I <ump.m,
I -~
send data-and also apply to really are.
I
n
many international and AT&T
We'll even bring along a stop- I
•m
O pm
Card calls.
watch so you can time us. If it I
&.-...

,------------ ,
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Editorial
Let's Not Become L.A.'s Trash Can
We support two separate proposals to establish landftlls m the Inland Empire.
One of the landfills would be a huge abandoned mine pit m eastern Riverside County,
carved out of Eagle Mountain. The other would be a landfill -- yet-to-be dug -- in San
Bernardino County. Trash would be shipped to the dumps via railway.
It just makes good sense to plan ahead. The Inland Empire's population, which now
stands at 2.1 million, is expected to jump to nearly 3 million by the year 2000. The
amount of trash the Inland Empire produces will grow accordingly.
With dumps throughout Southern California quickly filling up, the Inland Empire
will need landfills to dispose its garbage.
The companies proposing the dumps are currently going through the permitting pro-

cess.
Business leaders and residents now have the time and opportunity to express their concerns on such matters as the integrity of the water supply. Environmentalists have the
opportunity to speak out at upcoming public hearings on the dump proposals.
Whether they are established now or later, new dumps will be needed in the Inland
Empire. The difficulties countries, states and counues have had 1n finding places to
dump thetr garbage make It clear we must plan how to solve our garbage problem ourselves.
By startmg to plan now, before the need for new dumps becomes overwhelming, we
have ume to ensure they are environmentally sound.
However, like environmentalist Peter Burk, who hves near the proposed San Bernardino landfill , we do not want to become L.A. and Orange counues' trash bin.
Apparently, though, R1verside and San Bernardmo counues would like to become just
that. In June, Riverside County signed a memorandum of understanding with Mine Reclamation Corp. (MRC), the operator of the proposed Eagle Mountain dump. That memorandum included a provision whereby MRC agreed to pay aSS "host fee" (read tax) for
every ton of garbage it shipped to Eagle Mountain .
We're sure Riverside County officials are busy congratulating themselves over what a
good deal they made.
We think the deal stinks. It sacrifices the long-term health of Riverside County for
short-term gam.
Obviously, Rivers1de County officials will encourage L.A. and Orange counties to
ship traSh to Eagle Mountain. After all, every extra ton of garbage means more tax dollars flowmg into R1vers1de County coffers.
But what will happen 20-25 years from now when the dumps begin to fill up with
trash from neighboring counties? How sad and iromc it would be 1f Riverside were faced
w1th the gloomy prospect of lookmg for a place m another county to dump iL~ trash.
Sadly. San Bcrnardmo County ts constdcnng levymg a stmtlar trash La>. .
It doesn't need to happen Ccrtaanly the dumps wtll have to accept some trash from
other counues intuall) to be economtcally vtablc. Of course, the Inland Emptrc should
be ready to help solve some of SoULhern Caltfornm's trash problem.
However, we thtnk, R1vers1dc and San Bcrnardmo county offictals should work to
lim1t the amount of trash sh1pped tnto the Inland Emptrc -- not encourage more. They
should be planning to prov1de for our future needs. They should not allow the Inland
Emptre to become L.A.'s trash dump.
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The Alcohol Tax of 1990 Will Help
Protect Emergency Medical Services
by Boyd Bauer

due to the use of alcohol or other substances which impair skills, vision and judgement.
Prop. 134, if passed, would produce
$800 million per year in new revenues,
which would be allocated as follows: 25
percent to emergency and trauma-care services; 24 percent to substance abuse prevention, treatment and recovery programs;
21 percent to drunk driving law enforcement; 15 percent to community mental
health programs; and, 15 percent to special
services for infants, children and other victims of substance abuse.
For the Inland areas, this would mean
that San Bernardino and Riverside County
could receive approximately $35 million
per county.
In the Inland Empire it is estimated that
approximately $13 million would be available to both public and pnvate hospitals to
partially offset the massive uncompensated
care losses suffered by area hosp1tals.
Uncompensated emergency care costs incurred by private hospitals are a senous
problem throughout the state and 10 the
Inland Empire because, unless hospitals
can be assured of receiving payment, they
have liule choice except to c lose down
high-cost services such as emergency and
trauma-care services. The Alcohol tax will
help prevent the likelihood of such a th1ng
happening in the Inland Emptre.

In January, the Hospital Council of
Southern California (HCSC) endorsed
Prop. 134, the "nickel-a-drink" tax initiative. HCSC supports the initiative because
the state desperately needs funds to provide
health care for many Californians. This
year the state's budget deficit is $3.6 billion. In order to balance the state budget,
the legislature will need to make cuts in
many social programs including health
care. Already, many needed trauma centers
throughout Southern California have
closed due to lack of funds. The number of
uninsured is increasing every day because
people cannot afford the high cost of health
insurance. In addition, indigent care is
grossly underfunded.
Supporters of the "nickel-a-drink" tax mHiauve contend that alcohol abuse costs
California taxpayers billtons each year m
drunk dnvmg accidents, emergency medical
care, alcoholism treatment, mental health
care, law enforcement and the care of battered women and abused children. Under
this initiative, the increased tax revenue
will be divided among programs that serve
these groups. As a volunteer in an Inland
Empire Hospital Emergency Department,
it was difficult to repeatedly see the mangled and bauered people come into the
emergency room to be bound up, sutured,
but then improve and be sent on their way
to recovery. But more and more individuals
Boyd Bauer is Regional Vice Presicoming in for emergency care come in be- dent of the Hospital Council of Southcause they had lost control of their vehicles em California.

Alcohol Tax Initiative Is Poor Policy
by Btl/ Mcintyre

Voters should cast ballots agamst Proposition 134 in November and defeat a costly initiative which will spend three times
more than it raises. Prop. 134, the socalled "Alcohol" Tax Initiative, will tax
every California taxpayer--whether they
dnnk or not. Promoters of this tax arc
shortchanging the voter. They say the initiative will only cost a nickel a drink. The
reahty is that Prop. 134 will cost unknown hundreds of millions of dollars every year--over and above what it raises.
Prop. 134 requires budget increases for
state programs every year ...regardless of
their need or effectiveness. Not one penny
of those increases get paid by the alcohol
tax. In fact, according to the Senate Budget
and Fiscal Review Commiuee, this tax
could cost California taxpayers more than
$2 billion per year within JUSt a few
years.

If voters approve th1s iniuative, they
will have to live with it for a long time. It
is a law which will haunt our state for
years to come. A fiscal nightmare that
goes on forever.
People will be hurt by this foobsh propOSition. Somebody must pay for these
guaranteed budget increases. The money
w1ll have to come from htgher mcome or
sales taxes. The only other option to raising taxes IS to cut up to $2 billton a year
from critical programs.
That means vital state programs could
lose crucial funding. Programs like senior
citizen care, prison construction or fire
protection are threatened by Prop. 134.

The only other way to pay for thts costly
imuauvc would be to ra1se mcome taxes
or some other taxes. Enher way, Prop.
134 is not what it claims.
Prop. 134 also cheats public schools.
Not a penny from this initiative goes to
public schools 10 prevent children from
abusing alcohol. That's why the California
Teachers Association is opposed to Prop.
134 as well as State Superintendent of
Public Instruction Bill Honig. Promoters
of Prop. 134 should learn that alcohol
abuse prevention should be a priority, not
an afterthought. California voters won't
stand for anything less.
Additionally, the tax increase on beer,
wine and spirits would be the largest tax
hike of it's kind in American history.
Consumer prices are predicted to skyrocket
up to 28 percent on these products because
of this defective mtuauve.
Prop. 134 is a blank check for waste.
The initiative mandates spending increases
every year, forever, for just a few privileged programs--whether they need the
money or not. Prop. 134 has no expiration, these spending requirements will go
on forever. We strongly urge all Californians to vote no on Prop. 134 in November.
Bill Mcintyre is a spokesman for
Taxpayers for Common Sense, a coalition of farmers, small businesses, producers and consumers organized to defeat Proposition 134 in November 1990.

Send All Responses To:
Ediaorial Reply
3535 Inland Empire Blvd.
Ontario, CA 91764
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Inland Empire Business Journal Closeup: Dr. Alan Heslop
Dr. Alan lie slop was the foundtng dtrector of the Rose
Institute , a presugwus research center based at Claremont
Mckenna College where he has taught for more than 20
years. Born in England and educated at Oxford. Heslop
came to this country in 1962 after service in the Royal
Air Force.
Before coming to California. Heslop worked in Texas
and Pennsylvania politics and served as an aide in both
Senate and House offices in the Congress. At one point
Director of the CAL-PLAN and Executive Director of the
California Republican Party, he has continued an interest
in practical politics, serving as a delegate to Republican
National Conventions and consulting to various presidential, statewide and congressional campaigns. He has also
consulted widely in California business, advising organizations such as the California Roundtable, the National
Association of Manufacturers, and many Fortune 500
companies.
In 1985, Heslop was named to chair the National Council on Educational Research. llis chief areas of expertise
are survey research, demographics and redistricting.
Heslop has conducted numerous surveys of both San
Bernardino and Riverside Counties and is responsible for
projecting both demographic and political trends for the

energy and commltrnent.
IEBJ: What groups usc the Rose lnsututc and what do
you prov1de them?
Heslop: From 1ts founding, the aim of the Rose Institute was 10 combine the educational mission of Claremont
McKenna College with publicly valuable research at the
level of the states anc localities. Because the Institute

area.
He lives in Claremont with his wife, Myra, who is director of development for the Webb Schools. They have
three children: Jessica, also an Oxford graduate, who is
now atllarvard Law School: Alexandra, who has just returned from London and is pursuing a degree at Tulane
University; and Victoria, who is a freshman at Wheaton
College in Massachuseus.

IEBJ: You were President Bush's first choice as director
of the Census and it ts rumored that you were just recently
offered another top poliucal job 10 Washington. What
keeps you in the Inland Emptrc?
Heslop : I've enjoyed teac hmg at Claremont McKenna
College-- we have some great studentS --and I've relished
the challenge' l'\'e had 111 worl-.tng wtth local busmcsses
and polluctans. Alter all, how many other area~ have seen
so muc.h grO"-th and change? And who would want to hve
1n the climate - and I don't only mean meteorologica l -of the Dtstrict of Columbia? Most of all , perhaps , I've
been ucd to the Rose Insututc and that took a lot of my

owns the California Data Base, it has attracted a huge variety of groups. To mention just a few, we have worked
with the NAACP and the National Association of Manufacturers, the Jimmy Carter and the Ronald Reagan campaigns for president, the Institute for Social Justice and
ARCO. Recently, we've issued opinion surveys, studies
of California's Latino community, reviews of juvenile
Justice codes, a report on computer educauon in the Westem Pacific, and monographs on gerrymandering. So, you
can sec that our mterestS have been fairly broad.
Many of the groups that usc the Rose Institute today are
business or governmental organizations that are specially
mtcre~ted 10 our survC) capabdtucs or de mographic data.
Rtght now, we arc bcgmnmg a maJOr new survey of the
San Gabriel Valley and an.: workmg wtth a large number
of pubhc and pnvatc groups m the design of the mstrumenl. ext year, we hope to undenalce a survey of California's Chinese-American communities

IEBJ: Judgmg from your work on surveys and demography, what do you think the Inland Empire will look
like in the 1990s?
Heslop: Conunued population growth, swelling economic activity, accelerating social change, and perhaps
some new politics as well -- these are the lilcely trends for
the coming decade in the Inland
Empire.
IEBJ: Let's talk about these
trends in the order you've mentioned them. First, population
growth: how much new population will we see here in the Inland
Empire in the 1990s? And second,
economic activity: what is the
prognosis for business?
Heslop: The population
movement into the Inland Empire
in the 1980s was driven primarily
by housing prices. The median
price of a home in San Bernardino
and Riverside Counties was almost $I 00,000 less than in Los
Angeles and Orange Counties.
The forces limiting the population influx into the area were the
lack of jobs and the increasingly difficult commute (a
function of the growing numbers of automobiles combined with a decline in state expendirures on roads) back to
the areas with the jobs.
Today, housing prices continue to draw population into
the Inland Empire; the back-office developments are beginning to create jobs; and perhaps we're about to see some
major expenditures on roads. So, all in all, I look for the
population of the Inland Empire to continue to surge upward. I wouldn't be surprised to sec its populauon more
than double over the next generation.
From the point of view of business, I don't thmk you
could ask for bcucr baste trends than those provtdcd by
this contmucd populauon boom I went recently 10 Rancho Cucamonga to aucnd the openmg of a new Sears office burlding developed by the Lunsford Group. Everyone
that I talked to at that reception had a new busmess
-Please See "Heslop Int." Page 31-

Time Is Wasting A way On Waste Issues
By Kathleen Brown

Years ago, a majonty of Californians
took greater responsibility for their wastes.
Water came from a local well. Sewage
went into a back yard septic tank and trash
was burned in an incinerator or hauled to a
local dump at the edge of town. Today, a
rapidly expanding population , economic
growth and environmental concerns have
made these essential operations a vital element of government services.
Unfortunately, a growing number of California cities have failed to invest in their
infrastructure needs. Without immediate attention, the consequences will profoundly
affect our quality of life for generations.
How big an issue is it? A few statistics
from Riverside and San Bernardino illustrate the problem statewide. First, the sewers. On an average day, 31 million and
25.5 million gallons of waste water are
treated by Riverside and San Bernardino cities' facilities, respectively. As the populations of communities in the Santa Ana river basin explode, the volume of treated
sewage discharged into the river has sharply increased. The Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) recently determined that because of the
potential danger to the aquatic habitat and
to the health of swimmers and other recm~
tionists, conventional secondary sewage
treatment was not enough for waste water
discharged into the upstream ponion of the

Santa Ana river; the RWQCB then reqwred
tcruary treatment for all new permitS.
Rivers1dc antic1pated this more stringent
regulation and, tn 1980, installed a tertiary
treatment plant. The city has just awarded a
$17-million contract to expand its tertiary
treatment capacity to meet the needs of recent and near-term expected growth. Along
with other expansions and the expense of
the initial plant, terciary treatment will
cost Riverside about $54 million.
In planning its sewer treatment, San Bernardino did not anticipate its growth or the
new requiremenL It is now under a ceaseand-desist order by the Santa Ana RWQCB
to have a full tertiary treatment program on
line by March 1993 and is going to share
the costs with the city of Colton, also under a cease-and-desist order, in consiJ'UCting
a new plant. To serve both cities, this
plant will have to have a capacity similar
to that of Riverside's plant, but the cost for
land, labor and materials has increased significantly since the construction of Riverside's facility, and these costs are still rising. Although the costs are enormous, San
Bernardino is, in fact, playing an expensive
game of catch-up for failing to upgrade its
infrasiJUcture earlier.
The cost of public works' investment is
substantial but so is the cost of under investment. Thus, while there are many
needs and never enough money, public officials must infonn the public shareholders
in our municipal corpcration of the depreci-

auon of thetr mfrastructure assets. Investment 1n these cssenual faclliues IS as
much a state responsibility as a local concern because of their importance to our economic vitality and quality of life. Leadership in Sacramento is needed.
First and foremost, the state must have a
comprehensive multi-year capital outlay
planning process -a five- or ten-year plan
that assesses our infrastructure needs and
determines financing mechanisms for meeting them. Strategies to assist local governments in financing their own capital projects should also be explored. For example,
the state could aggressively pursue "bond
pooling," in which the small bond issues
of local governmental entities are assembled into larger issues. This strategy improves marketability and reduces costs for
local issuers.
ln addition, California needs to establish
a nonpartisan comminee to cope specifteally with its existing $12 billion backlog of
voter-approved bonds for schools, transportation, affordable housing, earthquake rehabilitation, clean water and sewer facilities
and other capital projects. I have suggested
that California create a Bond Efficiency
Commission, modeled after the Debt Mfordability Committee of the State or Maryland, a state recently ranked No.I in
management of its financial resources by
Financial World magazine.
Like California, Maryland has a ttiple-A
bond rating, which ensures us lower inter-

est rates on our borrowed funds. But Maryland, because of 1ts abllHy to prudently
manage debt each year, devoteS far more of
its general fund to paymg off debt -- 5.2
percent compared 10 California's 1.4 percenL The proposed Bond Efficiency Commission would be charged with developing
a bond sales strategy, annually reviewing
the size and condition of the state's general
obligation debt and submitting to the governor and legislature an estimate of the
amount of new debt that would be authorized for the following fiscal year.
If California's basic transportation, water
supply and waste disposal systems continue to deteriorate, the state's vibrant economy, as well as its heralded quality of life,
will erode.
We must maintain a continuing investment in our public infrastrucrure. Today's
headlines that describe polluted rivers, gridlocked roads and trash with nowhere to go,
are a consequence of our failure to provide
for California's future. It is up to our leaders to tell us the facts and the costs. Today's investment is tomorrow's quality of
life.

Kathlun Brown, a corporaJe and public fi-

nance aJtorn.ey, is a fanner member of tlv
Los Angeles Board of Public Works and
Los Angeles Board of EtbuaJion. Slv is
currently the democratic c~for sttW
treasurer.
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Clraffey Center Melds Business, Study
provide state-of-the-an skin development
But, imponantly, employers cannot be all
things to all of their employees, and they
often cannot provide the environment and
suppM services needed to conduct a quality-educalion program. Working together
through a local community college, most
employers could accomplish far more than
tbey coold on their own.
If America is DOt to become just another
aatioo polarized between the "baves" and
the "have nola," then public policy must
~--~
support new ways for individuals
to enter the diminishing middle class. In 1983, the
Federal Resene Bead reported that the wealthiest 2 percent of the
population owned S4
percent of the nalion's
financial assets, and
the wealthiest 10 percent owned 86 percent
of !bose 8SIClS.
It would appear, pen
America's track JeCClld for
~far more new jobs
dllll any counary in the world,
mostly though small busineaes, a strong
Cllll"' a+ sbould be placed Oil teacbiog the
biJwledp -lldlls ncc:ca.y 10 Sllrt llld
. ,, i •
Milly .... ba'V'C moved agressively in
~ dleir commqnity colleges u prilllli'f IIIPPOR for ecooomic: development.
'l'bia ...,.... exists in lbe areas of Sllrting
_. wiwmning basinesses, forejp •

and shared staffing, equipment and facilities. All of this is in addition to the more
traditional courses offered by community
colleges. One thing is clear, there is no
way community colleges can be effective
in local economic development without being empowered to do so by the state. Former Secretary of Labor, William Brock,
said in 1987, "The success of a business is
in many ways dependent upon the success
of a good community coHege."
The urgency of learning to do economic
development well has been underscored by
the writings of Peter Drucker, John Naisbitt, Tom Peters, Alvin Toffler, and others. We are in the midst of a cataclysmic
upheaval as we transition from an industrial to an information society. Many of our
most buic economic concepts are obsolete.
In 1987-88, a few staff at Chaffey College set out to define economic development in tenns of an optimistic level of
support for local ecooomic development in
the college's distticL Some 4S separate
types of activities has been identified from
across the United States. From this study a
coUaborative relalionship became manifest
that requires a higher level of cooperation
in lbe form of networks, partDerSbips,
joint ventures, coalitions, and action
groups between education, government,
ancl"employers.It is with firm conviction
that Chaffey College has come 10 believe
that education at all levels lll1ISt be encouraged and empowered duough legislation 10
beccmo. full J*1Der in economic developC911rw.•.-~Quina ~oo in ment ~ aovernmeat and emplo~
.......
trai.loQijW
lbe fUiure of America may very well de~focused pend upoo tbe dearee 10 wbich new apfor exiStiog busi- poacbes to economic deveJopmeat can be
aechnology
fostered throuldl improvoed ~be
tween government, education, and employers.

-business.
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Temecula Industrial Market Strong
Rancon Study Reveals
The industrial absorption rate in the
Temecula area of southwest Riverside
County jumped 55 percent in 1989 over
the previous year, according to a study by
Rancon Real Estate Corp. However, existing industrial inventory increased only 31
percent during the same period.
"The absorption rate is over 90 percent,"
said Bob Rodewald, leasing specialist for
Rancon's Temecula commercial office, adding that 1988 absorption figures were
550,189 square feet. Those numbers shot
up fb 992,658 in 1989 and are expected to
remain at or near that level in 1990, accooling to the study.
At the same time the amount of space in
inventory increased from 3.5 million
square feet in 1988 to 4.6 million square
feet in 1989. That figure is expected to
grow to 5.6 million by the end of 1990,
according to the study.-"Industrial growth
in the area can be attributed to three pri11181'y client types: entrepreneUIS, relocalious and expansioos," Rodewald said.
En_arepreneurs typically require either
free-standing single-tenant buildings or
-.all multi-tenant incubator space, RodeWild said. "For this rason, we are finding
... the pnxlomiDate product types in lbe
IUiket are the non-divisible single and
GlUlti-tenant facilities under 2,500 square
tbet,"beadded.
The Rancon SbiCly found that 71 pen:ent
the ma's inventory was cooapoaed of f•
under 2,500 square feet and pred.ict66 percent of new consttuction acwill occur in lhese categories during
In all, an additional one millioo

square feet of construction is expected to
take place in the Temecula area during
1990, the study coocluded.
Major single-renant projects expected to
come on line in the Temecula area in 1990
include:
• Hunco Murrieta Industrial projects, 10
buildings. 73,594 square feet
• Signal Landmark Cenare, buildings
A-E,.78,471 square feet
• Rancon Business Center, three buildings totaling 53,872 square feet
• Cosmodyoe Facility, and owner/user
project, 97,500 square feet
• Sandalwood Business Park, 46,795
square feet
• Bedford Properties' two buildings,
176,000square-feet.The major multi-tenant
projects that will be built during 1990 include:
• Windsor Part m, 42,000 square feet
• Kon B•iness Cen~~er, Phase n, 46,068
llqiiRfeet
• Wincbester Highlands, 40,000 square
feet
• Wespart Industrial project, 104,390
square feet
An additional 445,000 square feet of
space is proposed for consuuction. These
projects are pending counry approval or financing.
In the future, the study also predicrcd lbe
largest increase in multi-tenant demand will
be for space of S,OOO square feet or parer.

40-Acre
Temecula
The city of Temecula in Southwesretn widening Ynez Road 10 six Janes,
Riverside County has been exploding with izing the project's main enarance ~· IJftf:"~r:::l
expansion durins &he past year and has nalizing the Wincbestel' Roldll-15
seemingly ovemiaJtt become one of the crossing. Ocher wert RlCCIIdy aDIImM•;
counry's majordeveiopaeutcenters.
by the Califoraia Depalmellt
One such development scheduled for portation and Riverside County inclludc~t
completion in late 1990, is Palm Plaza. a installation of a signal at Winchesler
40-acre COillmereial de"Velopment
Yaez Road by approxilmllely
of Bedford Properties.
October and as8(1Cialtedl
"Palm Plaza was doTrtl/fk COIIflltlo•
signed to meet the
near th• developiiUIII
needs of Temecula's luu IHe• a lo•r-stalldlnl luu •I
1me1.
increasing popula- COIICirll for CIIJ ofjklllll t11UI 111 1f9S,
lion in an aarac- trtifjk 011 WIIIChllllr all4 Ylll% R_.
t i ve
we 11- Is expected to trlple•••As a res•lt, Betllandscaped cen- ford Properties wUI complete ••rlo•s
ter," reported rtHUI llllpro,IIUIIII ''"" a
Greg Erickson,
Ylll% RIIM 1t1 llx lllu1,
ma manager for
lifiUIIW•r '"' pro}lct'l .,.,
deveJoper Bedfold
lllttucl • • •lr••lldllr
Properties. "It is
"'' Wluhnllr RHII/1-15 ,..,._
also expected to
crolllllf.
generate more rban
$1 million in annual
sales tax revenues for die
city when fuUy openliooaL•
1be pelm llee-liaed. sboppinc ceata' is apecll die . . . . . CXl. . . . . . . ~·
localcd atlbe c:amer ofYnez _. W'mcllel- erty 10 be 0« ...,.
ter Roads aod will incJade O'Wir 429,000 of die yar.
SQUIR-feetof..UIJ*IC.
AD Mli. . . _ . . . , .
"TT8ffic c:angeslioo ... die development Plaza . . . . . . ..11..-~·lllil[ 1
bas beeD a long-IIIDdins issue of c;uncem lbe TellleCII•:tNdiMI
for City officials IIICI by 199S, ...mc oo MQDicilPII {&lta-lriD.IrDiNilima
Winchester and Ynez Roads is expected 10 Dllvidsoo A.IOillii- Jillr:.~-~--uiple," noted Kevin Elliott, project man- ._vM!f~
ager for J.F. Davidlon AllociWa, IDe.
• ...........bll;Jiil*i~·
As a laUlt, BedfonlfniiJalies wiD eamplele VMious road intprovemeall
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ANNUAL APARTMENT CONFERENCE
September 14, 1990, Hyatt Regency Alicante, Garden Grove
September 17, 1990, Regent Beverly Wilshire Hotel, Beverly Hills

Gain vital information from dynamic industry leaders
on surviving and prospering in the apartment industry
during these changing times. The industry's outstanding
conference. Speakers include:
FEATIJRED SPEAKERS
MICHAEL F. COFFEY. Senior Vice President, Freddie Mac, (Beverly Hills)
LARRY H. DALE, Senior Vice President, Fannie Mae, (Garden Grove)

HIGH PRAISE FROM OUR LAST CONFERENCE

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK FOR APARTMENTS
SANFORD R. GOODKIN. Executive Director. Goodkin Group, Peat/Marwick
GAOl KAUFMANN, Managing Partner, Robert Charles Lesser & Company
MICHAEL S. SALKIN, Senior Vice President, First Interstate Bank

Conc1se. To tile pomt

Calibre of speakers was outstandmg

Molly Malone
Dreyer & Young. Inc.

Nathan Gleiberman
Gleiberman Investment Corp.

BestIal/ended m 18 years
111 the bu~mess

INVESTORS' PERSPECilVES
JAMES S CARLSON, Senior Vice Pres1dent, Equitable Life Insurance
WILLIAM H. ELLIOTI, Cha11man. CEO. Angeles Corporation
ALAN JAFFE. Senior Vice President, AcqUisitions. JMB Realty Corp.
J MICHAEL WELBORNE. Vice Pres1dent, Prudential Realty

People of substance gwmg talks of
substance

William Leavy, Jr
Wm Leavy RE Appraisal

Gary Smolker
Smolker Letter

Professtonal and mottwtmg

Up-to-date mfo m a short ttme

Sally Morns
Clayton, Williams & Sherwood

DEVELOPERS, THE CREATORS
STEVEN P ALBERT. Pres1dent, Forest City Development Corp.
HENRY C. CASDE . President, The Casden Co.
WILLIAM W HIRSCH. Operating Partner, Lmcoln Property Co.
C.C HARRY" MOW, Chairman, CEO. Century West Development
VITAL RNANCING
MARIO J. ANTOCI, Chairman, CEO, American Savings Bank
ARTHUR E. LUSSIER, Executive Vice President, Imperial Bank
JAMES B. McKENNA, President, Am Cal Advisors, Inc.
GEORGE. A. SMITH. Chairman, George Smith/Grubb and Ellis Financial

Jack Norns
Norns-Repke. Inc

GENERAL INFORMATION
PROGRAM:
8:30A.M. to 5:00P.M.. September 14, 1990
Hyatt Regency Alicante, Garden Grove;
8:30A.M. to 5:00P.M., September 17, 1990
Regent Beverly Wilshire Hotel, Beverly Hills.
5:00P.M. Cocktail reception; ORE exam.

JOINT VENTURES AND EQUITY SOURCES
MICHAEL W HOGAN, Commert1al Real Estate Finance, General Electric Capital Corp.
JAMES G. SHAW, Director, Investment Services, Haseko (California~ Inc.
JAMES R. WORMS, Managing Director, Salomon Brothers Realty Corp.

REGISTRATION FEE: Includes lunch, refreshments, cocktail reception
and program material. $165.00 if paid on or before August 6 1990·
$175.00 if paid on or before September 7, 1990; $195.00 thereafter. '
'

GOVERNMENT RNANCING PROGRAMS
TERENCE J KEENE, Senior Vice President, York Associates
BEN SLAYTON, Managing Director, Western Bank
JOHN T SWEAZEY, President, CEO, TRI Financial Corporation

AUDIO. CASSETTE TAPES: For registrants, tape sets are $65.00, for
non-reg1strants, tape sets are $95.00. Tapes will be mailed approximately
three weeks after the conference.

MANAGEMENT - ENHANCING VALUE
JAMES KLEIN, Senior Vice Pres1dent, General Manager, R & B Enterprises
DUNCAN MATIESON, President, Matteson Investment Corporation
TAX STRATEGIES AND TAX DEFERRED EXCHANGES
STEVEN B. FAINSBERT. Esq., Partner, Famsbert, Mase, Snyder & Fafenrodt
STAN ROSS. Co-Managing Partner. Kenneth Leventhal & Company

TAX DEDUCTIBLE FEE: The IRS allows an income tax deduction for
educatio~al expenses including registration fees and costs of travel (meals
and lodgmg) for courses taken to maintain or improve skills required in
your employment or business.

SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS
STEPHEN E. CARLSON, Executive Director, California Housmg Council
GAIL GORDON, Esq., Partner, Lillick & McHose
JOEL S. MOSKOWITZ, Esq., Partner, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
RICHARD PEISER. D11ector, Lusk Center U.S.C.

DRE CREDIT: Approved for 9 hou rs of ORE credit. California Department of Real Estate Sponsor No. 2232. Consumer Protection. Written exammation for successful completion. No re-examination.

MARKET ANALYSIS
MICHAEL ELA, Executive Vice President, DataQu1ck
JEFFREY S. MEYERS, President, The Meyers Group
DANIEL J O'CONNELL, MAl, Pres1dent, Apartment Building Appraisers

CANCELLATION POUCY: Cancellations received in writing on or
before September 7, 1990 are subject to a $25.00 service fee. Substitutions,
but no refunds, will be allowed after this date.

CPA CREDIT: CPA continuing education credit available.

~GIS!ER TODAY: Y'e expect this conference to be sold out. Registrations w1ll be processed 111 the order received.

MARKETING - ACQUISmON AND SALE
H. BRUCE HANES, Chairman, CEO. The Hanes Company, Inc.
E. HOLLY NORMAN. Vice President, Coldwell Banker Commercial

For further information contact Barbara or Martin Stolzoff at
(213) 836-7941 or (800) 640-6434.

CON~CECHAIRMAN

MARTIN S. STOLZOFF, Partner, Real Eslale Conference Group
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REGISTRATION AND TAPE ORDER FORM- ANNUALA-PA-R"TMENTCONFERENCE _________ _
.......... Fee:
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NAME
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ADDRESS
~ATE
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CITY

___________________________

0 AM EXPRESS 0 VISA
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----------TELEPHONE __~----~----------------

0 MASTERCARD --------;;:;:;;;;::::;-;:;::;::;::----------------------------:------::--c....t" Catd Number
Exptrlllon o...,

Catdmember S.RN~urt

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE AND MAIL TO: Apartment Conference, P.O. Box 34398, Loe Aqela, CA 90034
CREDrTCARD REGISTRATIONS: FAX: (213)836-2302; PHONE: (800)~34 or(213)836-7941
Please use a separale form for each rt!81Siranl
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Chino Valley Banks Posts $2. 17 c1ation, the Business Development AssociMillion Profit for 2nd Quarter
ation of the Inland Empire, and the Buildi ng Industry A ssociation, Baldy View/
CVB Financial Corp. (AMEX/CVB), par- Riverside Chapter.
ent company of Chino Valley Bank, reported second quarter net income of $2.17 mil- Van Daele Development Purlion, or $.35 per share. This compares to chases Lots at Orangecrest Hills
1989 second quarter results of S1.93 mil- Master-planned Community for
lion, or $.31 per share.
Van Daele's Renaissance ColFor the six months ending June 30, lection
1990, net earnings were $4.3 million, or
$.69 per share compared to $3.5 million, or
Van Daele Development Corp. has pur$.57 per share during the same period of chased 115 lots in the mas1er-planned communily of Orangecrest Hills in Riverside.
1989.
Total assets of the company increased to Each of the Renaissance Collection homes
$496 million at the end of the quarter from will be situated on a minimum 5,000
$473 million at December 31, 1989. Total square foot lot Model construction will benet loans experienced similar growth ending gin in Augusl with an opening slated for
at $362 million, up from $343 million at early November. Move-ins for the first
the end of 1989, and total deposits rose to phase are expected in June 1991.
$450 million from $429 million.
Chino Valley Bank: CVB Financial's pri- American Bolt & Screw Purmary subsidiary, is the largest independent chase 48,064·Square-Foot Inbank headquartered in the Inland Empire. dustrial Building In Ontario tor
The bank: has 14 branches. Shares of CVB Nearly $1.8 Million
Financial Corp. are listed on the American
Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol of
American Bolt & Screw has purchased a
CVB.
48,064-square-foot industrial building in
Ontario in a transaction valued at close to
Donkln Joins Retail Properties $1.8 million . American Boll & Screw, a
Division of Grubb & Ellis' Ontario fastener company, is relocating to 5590 JuOffice
rupa St. from i ts previous Pomona locatiOn. The industnal buddmg, wh1ch the
Vicki R. Donkin has joined the retail company wi ll use for diStribution and wareproperues division of Grubb & Ellis Com- housing purposes, IS located in the Vintage
mercial Real Estate Services' Ontario office. Industrial Park.
Donk10 will handle retail properues and
land 10 both R1 vers1de and San Bemard100 Altair Investment Co. Purchases
Counues, 10cl ud10g the V1ctor Valle) area Nearly 482.000-Square-Feet of
of VIctorvil le, Hcspcna, Adelanto, Apple Industrial Space in Ontario for
$14.9 Million
Valley and Barstow.
Pnor to JOining Grubb & Ellis, Donk10
Altair Investment Co. of Santa Monica
was an ass1stant proJect manager at TRW 10
Redondo Beach. She has also worked inde- has purchased three mdustrial buddmgs topendently as a small bus10css and manage- tallmg 48 1,799 quare feet 1n the V101agc
lndustrwl Park 10 Ontano m a transacuon
ment consultant.
valued
at S 14.9 milliOn. The 22-acrc proDon kin, a resident of Silver Lakes in the
Victor Valley, holds an M .B.A. f rom Ject, known as the Sterl mg Scnes, was sold
UCLA. She received her broker's license in by U.P. Realty of OntariO, a subs1d1ary of
Union Pacific. It was part of 15,000 acres
1985.
of property currently being sold nationwide
Martin G. Tatera Heads the Keith by Uruon Pacific.
The three buildings measure; 195,788
Companies-Inland Empire, Inc.
square feet, 128,456 square feet, and
Ontario Office
157,555 square feet and are being offered for
Martin G. Tatera has recently joined The lease at $.30 NNN, $.31 NNN re:.pecuve1y.
Keith Cos. as Director of Engineering of All three buildings have 30-foot clearance
the Ontario office. Tatera will be responsi- and ample dock-high and ground-levelloadble for marketing, administration and pro- ing doors.
Also as part of the Sterling purchase, Alject management of the office, which is lotair lnvesUnent Co. acquired an adjacent 15cated at 3550 Shelby Street, Suite 370.
Prior to joining The Keith Cos. , Tatera acre, rail-served industrial site. When comwas employed by a local consulting engi- pleted, the Sterling Series will total apneering firm as an associate and branch proximately 800,000 square feet valued at
manager. His responsibilities included the $35 million.
implementation of marketing and business
plans, client relations, contract negotia- Lee & Associates Riverside OftiOns, and prOJect design and construction flee Relocates to Spruce Financial Center
admmtStraUon services.
A reg1stered civ1l engmeer in the states of
Cahfom1a, Nevada and Ilhn01s, Tatera
Lee & Assoc1a1es Commcrc1al Real
graduated from the Ilhn01s Inslltute of Estale Services office m R1vers1de, wh1ch
Technology in Chicago with a bachelor's opened one year ago, has relocated and exdegree in c1vil engineering.
panded into new offices in the Spruce FiTatera is a member of the American Soci- nancial Cemer.
ety of Civil Engineers, the Los Angeles
The firm opened with 10 sales associates
City and County Engineers Association, last year and currently has 15 partners and
the San Bernardino City and County Asso- associales and a staff of five.
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9393 HAVEN AVE
RANCHO CUCAMONGA

OPEN 7 DAYS.
WE DELIVER

With albshiba telephone system,

your business won't become terminal.
When your phones break down, they become ominously
silent. And even fast-growing businesses suffer a lack of calls.
A lack of orders. A lack of business.
With a Toshiba Perception~ PBX
telephone system, however, breakdowns are practically a thing of
the past. irs the no-worry system
so reliable, ir'U keep those calls
coming in for years. And it
offers easy expandabiliry and
telephone compatibility with
our other systems.
Toshiba Perception. Ir
gives the competition a
tenninal case of envy.
- ·-- - . . -
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ASK FOR GREG

Inland Telephone
{714) 946-5891

"The extra money I earn as an AppleOne
temporary, lets us take our dream vacations:'
AppleOne IS the tastest-grow1ng 1ndependent employment
servrce 1n the West We oHer you temporary positions 1n
pleasant oHrce enwonments near your home. Turn your dream 1nto
reahJyl Call us and start savrng for your vacation now

CORONA (714) 279-101
MONTCLAIR (714) 62$-7576

OIAMONO BAR (714) 860-8610
RIVERSIDE (714) JSS.1270

TEMECULA (714) 699-4585

FONTANA (714) 355-5491

SAH BERNARDINO (714) 184-6351

UPlAND (714) 946-6229
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Weekend Time-Out: Just A Mirage
Mirage R eso rt Brin gs
So uth Seas to the Desert

th e

The new Mirage resort is a South Sea s
oasis set in the desert of Las Vegas.
The Mirage has been designed with the
tropiCS in mind . Lush foliage, waterfalls
and lagoons provide guests wi th a serene
atmosphere in wh ich to relax. Rich tropical colors and carved teakwood add graceful
to uches.

Tropical Atrium
Yet another refrain in the South Seas
theme is inside the front entrance, where
guests are greeted by an extraordinary visual experie nce -- a lush and verdant indoor
atrium filled with palm trees that reach 60
feet above waterfalls, and pools which
meander throug h a forest of rich tropical
fauna including banana trees, elephant ears
and tropical orchids.

Tht Mtragt Hott l & CastiiO In La.s Vtgas ftalllrtS tropica/lagooii.J, - t•rfalb and a 54·foot volca11o .

The saltwater tank behind the reception
area represents coral reef animal~ from all
regions of the world. On display .1re fish
indigenous to the Caribbean, Hawaii, Tonntertainment
ga, Fiji, the Red Sea, the Marshall Islands,
the Sea of Cortez and Australia.
One week each month, superstar enterThe "Lost City of Mirage" tank holds
tainers such as Cher, Kenny Rogers, Dolly
20,000 gallons of water. It is 53-feet-long,
Parton and Johnny Mathis take the stage at
eight feet from top to bottom and has a
thiS new entertamment mecca.
depth of six feeL The interior design is The
Mirage vision of the legendary lost city of
Guest Rooms, Suites And
Atlantis.

wrgalows

Rooms at T he Mtrage feature colo r pallets taken from the exottc n o wers, birds
and undersea hfe found 10 the trop1cs.
Ltg ht, whnewas hed natural mate nals,
such as rattan and canmg, are used m abundance. There are also Ooor-to-cethng headboards made of white panels wh1ch repeat
architcctuml cleme nts I rom the ex te no r and
mtcno r of the resort \1an ) o t the fabnc
patte rns anti carpeb arc custom designed
and exclusive to The l\hragc
The resort olfers an CUTay of room noor
p lans mcl udmg deluxe and s uper deluxe
rooms, kmg parlors , hospitality suites,
one- and two-bedroom tower suttes and
penthouse suites. Eve ry room features either a pool, mountaJn or Strtp vtew.
In addtuon, The Mtrage features SIX bungalows each wtth 1ts own pnvate garden
a nd pool.
Rooms equt pped for the handicapped and
non-smolung noors are ava1lable upon request.

Casillo

·\ nima/1/abital\
A fea ture which w tll further distinguish
The MIIage fro m all other hotels are its
two animal hab1tats. A 1.5 million-gallon
dolphin habitat serves as home for up to
six bottlenose dolphins. Although you can
watch the mammals as they frolic in the
water, the primary purpose of the facility
is educational.
A white tiger habitat houses these rare
exotic animals used in the Siegfried and
Roy illusion show. Set near the walkway
entrance on the south side of The Mirage,
the habitat is specially designed for guests
to view these unusually beautiful animals
roam ing in a unique setting.

\1 n·ti 11~ ami Ctml't' ll tio11 Facilitin
There are two ballrooms, the 40,000square-foot Grand Ballroom and the 20,000
square-foot Ballroom Mirage. A dozen
smaller meeting rooms combine to offer
convention facilities whic h can accommodate groups from five to 5,000.

/Itt'

\ltrll~t

\tJttll/'111111

The casino has been desig ned to resemble
a Po lynesian vtllagc, emphastz mg intimacy through the usc o f cano pies over the
gammg areas. Slots, video poke r, ke no,
c raps, blackjack and baccarat are all featured. A seperatc poker room and a n elaborate race and sports book are also provided
for guests' enJOyment.

ter registering, o ne feels compelled to go
directly to the Lagoon Saloon to sip a
tropical drink and relax again.
While you are having your drink, your
mind wanders and begins to visualize the
very special room where you will be relaxing for the next few days. For so many eager people checking in and waiting so
long, there surely must be an extraordinary
room just waiting for you--perhaps o ne
with its own volcano, or a rare and tro pic al
bird perched over the bed. Yo u kno w, at
this point that your imagination may have
gone a btt wild, but at least you are s ure
the room is going to be special. Sadly
enough, you unlock the door only to find
it adequate--nicely decorated , but j ust adequate. The room is no t comparable to one
a t Caesar's Palace with its spectal platform ed bed , inc luding the spa m side the

"Tinsel Nightmare"
Everything IS not rosy for The MIIage. A
rcpon m the March 20 issue of Financial
World magazme dubbed the hotel, which
opened last fall , the "unsel mghtmare."
In dcscrbmg the ho te l's fortunes, the aruclc stated 111 part: "Future earnings on th1s
gtlded, glittenng, gaudy $630 milhon turkey, wtth lls 95 ,000-sq uare -foot cas mo,
3,056 rooms, caged [tigers]. dolphins andsharks are, yes, a mirage.
" ... While Mirage owne r, Stephen A.
Wynn is try ing to coax gamblers into losing their money in his tinsel nightmare, so
are a number of new players around him.
(See review th is page.) Next -door-neighbor
Ceasar's Palace recently completed a 50
percent expansion of its casino, which is
already king of the high rollers...and there
are other expansions and new-buildings being planned in the city . This could spell
trouble for Wynn."

erinr:
'i/ooooo1r Trupin Theme
)omillale\ tl1e ,Hirage

When a guest enters the lobby of the
Mirage, he immediately feels transported
from the ho t, dry and barren desert into a
lush and tropical land--such as Hawaii or
Tahiti. The Mirage lobby is certainly designed with the tropics in mind, dense, rich
foliage predominates, along with the less
demanding slower pace of a South Seas islald.
Unfortwlately, this laid-back aunosphere
is re flected throughout the hotel. Not only
do the guests feel relaxed, so does the staff_
A guest can wait about 45 minutes just to
enler his name at the registration desk. Af-

bedroom. The bathroom at The Mtrage tS
unusually small: one smJ..., tub and totlet,
penod! ll IS obvious that the tmagination
and destgns were left behmd in the lobby.
D tni ng at the Bennuda Buffet was also a
letdown. One experiences the same slow
pace first encountered at the registratio n
desk . This time, ho wever, the tropics
theme gets old. The buffe t is fair and adequate like the room you le ft be hind. One
taStes the us ual prime rib, mas hed potatoes, apple pie that o ne can fmd anywhere
on The Strip. Not to be o utdone, the Caribe Cafe also includes slow service; however, at least you can idle away the minutes there by playing keno. California
Pizza was, however, very taSty and the service good, once you waited in line to get
in.
The Mirage does have a bright side: its
whi te tigers exhibiL The attractive enclosure includes a pool and a fair amount of
space for the tigers to interacL If you happen to be ignorant of the tiger's habits,
you are surprised to see the m dipping into
the pool to catch some stray bug or getting
excited about seeing the spraying jets.
Each day new tigers appear to enc han t
viewers and view customers.
After e xchanging notes with other g uests
at the Mirage, one gets the feeling that
people are curious and j ust want to check
out the new Vegas attraction. Many VISItors said they would return to their favo rite
hotels, be 1t Caesar's w1th its q uiet, sedate
and plush atmosphere, or some o ther resort
whose imagination was not left in the lobby.
--I ngrid An tho n y

Success in
business
requrres. • •
~ Strong Interpersonal Skills
~ Management Flexibility
~ Financial Expertise
~ Marketing Savvy
Yo ur o n e-stop source for these valuable tools is Chaffey College. We offer
a wide variety of occupat ional, transfer, and degree programs in clud ing
business administration , management, office technology, and accounting.
Our faculty includes wo rking professionals who are in touch with your
needs and will help you tackle the demands of an ever-changing business
world. We are in the process of bringing these tools even closer to you
with the new O n tario Education Center. For computer literacy, we have
com p lete IBM and M acintosh• tabs and instruction. W e're close to home
and easy on your bottom line.

Fall quarter registration: Aug. 22 to Sept. 6. Classes begin Sept. 10

M1 :.~~~Rs:~~'~: 91701-302
714/987-1737, 822-4484 Fax 941-2 783
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Life-Long Learning in the Coachella Valley:
Getting Educated and Staying That Way
long learning wtth a friend. Fall catalogs
will be avrulable m August. They'll be enThe Coachella Valley abounds with edu- closed m an upcoming tssuc of the Desert
cational opportuntues. Whether you're m- Sun, or you can get on the matling list by
terested m management scm mars or travel/ calling (619) 773-2542. Course lists can
stud y courses or learning to silkscrecn o r also be found at your local library, scntor
tap dance or invcsugatmg the Yellow Pmc center and, of course, at the communlly
Fo rest , or even earning a bachelor's or services office on campus.
master's degree, you can do it in the desert.
Co llege of the Desert's campus in Palm
Desert offers lower division undergraduate
classes for college credit as well as community services courses. COD is also
home to California State University, San
C ALIFO RN IA STATE
Bern ard ino's Coachella Valley Center,
U I VERSITY SAN BERNARDI 0which offers upper division undergraduate
C OAC HELLA VA LLEY CE NTER
courses and post-graduate work. As small
business people, you can pick up useful
If you wan t to earn a bachelor's or masinfo in all three of these educauonal arenas.
A thought -- give the gift of ed ucatio n as a te r's degree o r post-gra du ate credits,
perle for your valued employee. You get an CSUSB-Coachella Valley Center tS your
employee who knows more than when you ticket. The school's offices are a one-stopstarted, and your employee gets something college-shoppmg center...nght on COD's
that lasts a lifetime. Some bus iness semi- campus. Academtc counselling, transfer renars or courses for you and your employees quirements, financ ial aid fonns -- t.hey've
may even be tax deducuble. It's worth a got it all. But should you fi nd yourself in
need of information from the main campus,
call to your CPA.
there is a no-charge, direct phone line to assist you. And the COD bookstore and liCollege Of Th e Desert
brary both participate in a cooperative efCollege of the Desen is a public, two- fo rt with CSUSB to make getting research
year community college. It operates o n the materials and books easier.
All the general education classes needed
semester system. Fall and spring semesters
last 15-1 7 weeks, and s um mer session to qualify for transfer to Cal State San Berlength varies. For residents of California, nardino can be taken at COD. Once you get
the first two years of college is dow nright a two year degree or 56 transferable (quarcheap, but the ed ucation 1s priceless. Wh y ter) credits with a C average, at least, transis n't everyone doi ng it? For just a 55-per- fer to Cal State tS now a simple matter.
un it e nrollment fee, (a S50 maximum), The tuttton tS ht<>her for Cal State than the
you can become a student. Classes range enrollment fcc of COD, but compared to
fro m accounung to foretgn languages (six!) pnvate universtucs, 1t's ~ttl ! a uemendous
to math to theater arts and c ngineenng. bargam: S 193.00 for 0-6 umts. $299.00 for
You don 't need to be a degree scd.. cr to at- 6.1 or more unll~ .
After you've been accepted ut Cui State,
tend COD. you JU\t ha'c to be mterestcd
111 h::~rn t ng .
onrcstdcnts ol Calllornta you can proceed at your O\'- n p<Icc or t"' o
may also attend, of course, but there tS an years of study "'til get you that degree.
extra per unit fcc . If you·re m douht about What then? Get your master's! There arc
your resident status, check with the admts- many bachelor's and several master's degrees offered at the Coachella Valley CenSions office.
Bestdes the mynad of college crcdll ter, as well as a substantial offen ng of
courses offered at COD. there arc also com- teac hing c redential courses and c lasses for
m unll y servtccs courses and seminars. other ceruftcatcs. The bachelor's degrees m
Commumty servtce IS geared more towards hberal studtc~ .tnd bus mess admmistrauon
those students lookmg for personal ennch- are among the most popular. The degree
ment, rather than college crcdtt. Courses from thts CSUSB satelltte center IS on a
can be one day in durauon or may cover par with a degree from the mrun campus.
several weeks. A long semester can be dif- To mamtain quallly, courses taught by
ficult people with 1rregular work schedules full-tim e ms tructors who commute from
and/or family obligations. Co mmunity ser- the mai n campus are balanced with instrucvices is a nice alternative to the traditional tion by part-time teac hers. eve n th ough
this is no t a requtrement for branch campus
educational experience.
The se c lasses ar e e ntir ely self- operation.
Like COD, you don't have to be a degree
suppo rting, so both residents and nonresidents pay the same fee. As an example seeker to take C SUSB classes. You can
of their diversity, in the pas t semesters take a limited num ber of c lasses for a
they've offered classes in lBM and Apple slightly higher fee witho ut applying to the
computer literacy, how to complete your uni versity. And it's less costly for nontax forms, carpet installatio n, classic Cre- residents. A certain number of these class
ole cooking, belly dancing, sign language, credits can later be applied towards a degree
writing for publication and travel courses whenever you decide to take the plunge.
CSUSB is on the quarter system, with
to Madrid, the Grand Canyon and throughout California. How about bringing a liule three quarters a year: fall , winter and
drama in your life? You can play a mo nth spring. Typically, the q uarters begin in late
through Community Services. They've got September, early January and late March,
shopping tours and theme trips all over the respectively. Eac h q uarter is 10 weeks
country, too. The community services pro- long. Sutnmer quarter sessio ns are adminisgram directors contract with professional tered by the office of extended education
tour guides for the very best experience with several varied session lengths to
possible. Do you feel the need to take a choose from . At Extended Education, they
day and cruise on Big Bear Lake? The com- also offe r c red1t and no n-c red it classes
munity services of COD may be able to thro ug ho ut the year in the desert (well, all
over the place, really).
help you.
If they don't have a course that you want,
there's a way to create a class in any area.
Attention nurses, realtors and drug and al- Reprinred From Desert Business Magazine
cohol counselors: CEV's can be had
through Community Services. The re are
even gift certificates so you can share life-

A Wine and Food Survey by William

By: E.D . Woodwart/1

Th1s column is wrwenfor the busmess person
who finds travel a necessity, as well as for those
who believe that eating a fine meal with a very
pleasant wme IS a reward oftravel and e1•en life
Each month we shall comment on different
restaurants, in the vanous Cities that,/ believe.
are most often l'isued hy husmess persons from
the Inland Emptre These restaurants are chosen
rtrictlv on ment All restaurants wue personally
wsited I plan to offer you briej.furveys. in lieu of
lnnfi rev1ews

B arefoot Beau: High On
Flavo r, Low On Alcohol
In o rder to satisfy the demand of wine
lovers who are concerned about alcohol
consumption because of both legal and
health constderauons, Geyserville's
Barefoot Cellars recently bottled a Gamay Beaujolais that contains just five
percent alcohol.
T he wine, called Barefoot Beau, will
be in local stores within the next few
weeks.
"Barefoot Beau is the first wine ever
made tha t is below seven percent alcoho l," said Bonnie Harvey of Barefoot
Cellars.
While the thrust of the marketing efforts with regard to the new wine will
be directed toward women, Harvey said
the wine is for "anyone who wants to
lower thetr alcohol consumption and
still get a true vanctal wme. "
Harvey Cttcd recent medtcal research

whtch has focused on the deleterious effects of alcohol as well as the lowering of
the blood alcohol standard-from . I to
.08- as reasons Barefoot Cellars wanted
to make a wine with half the alcohol of
regular wine.
Through what Harvey called a "secret
process" Barefoot Cellars is able to lower
the amount of alcohol m the Barefoot
Beau. As to why they just didn 't make a
w1ne with no alcohol at all, Harve y is
quick to point o ut that "no alcohol wine
tastes terrible."

Medical Research Cited
Harvey said that not only are most wine
drinkers women, recent medical research
has shown that women lack a certain alcohol processing enzymes, which results
is higher blood alcohol levels.
Harvey also pointed out that a person
who weighs between 90 and 149 pounds
(which includes most women) are likely
to reach a blood alcohol level of .08 w ith
two glasses of regu lar wine in a two hour
period.
Bar efoot Cellars plans to produce
50,000 cases of Barefoot Beau this year.
A fruity wme that is 80 percent Gamay Beaujolais, Barefoot Beau is vinted
for easy drinkmg. The wine has a berrycherry navor and is meant to be served
with turkey, salmon_ lamb and all red
sauce dtshes or enJOYed as an apentif.

SUBSCRIBE
YES! I want to join today's winners_ Please send me the
next 12 issues of Inland Empire Business Journal at the
low introductory rate of $12.
The Business Journal tha i provides you with sophisticated, authoritative, concise information to help you operate your company more
effectively and pro fi tably - you will be up<bted and informed on new
strategies 10 deal with old problems.

1991 Book of Lists
YES! I wou ld like a copy of the 1991 Book of Lists.
$24_95 + 2.50 for P/H = $27.45. On September 30, 1990, the
Inland Empire Business Journal will publish its annual Book of Listsour most popular saved pages in one comprehensive volume. All of the
Inland Empire's major industries and business sectors will be represen ted.

Name ____________________________
Title - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CompanY -----------------------------------------Address-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State - - - - - - Phone

0

Date

Zip _______

---------------

0

Check enclosed (subscription only, $12)
Check enclosed ( Book of Lists o nly, $27.45)

0

S pecial - Both Book of Lists and subscription $34.45 (savings or SS)
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Empl}sTears In

QUESTION: If a law were passed mandating that business pay for health insurance for all employees,
could business afford it; and, if not, what is the solution to providing health insurance for the uninsured?

·
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1

City
Emen & Puraltor
J59o Archibald
Ontario, CA 91761

(800) 645-3333

Joe Snedeker

75

Overnight
Rush

50

40

Assemblyman David Kelley (R-Riverside)
Natnl.
Over the past two years, there has been a surge of bills in the California Legislature calling for health insurance reform. Some mandate small
business to provide health insurance coverage for all employees while others present various reforms to the current system without a mandate.
While the U.S. Small Business Administration confirms that health insurance is one of the most common fringe benefits offered by small firms
to attract and retain employees, there is legitimate concern within the small business community that a mandate could force many fums into bankruptcy.
California may not have the last word on the subject, though, because insurance has become a hot topic in Washington, as well, and Congressional representatives are now beginning to discuss the subject, too.
Regardless of who may mandate small business to provide health insurance coverage to their employees, the law will most likely be challenged
and lawsuits will be launched stating that government is interfering with labor-management relations. Where will this leave us? Right back where
we started!

The enthusiasm for mandated health insurance on the pan of some legislators betrays their lack of understanding of market forces and common
Senator Bill
sense.
Leonard
The added cost of these mandates, which often include exotic health care programs, are only bourne by business if the added cost of this benefit
(R-Upland)
can be passed along in the fonn of higher prices. The small business and the business involved in cutting edge technology can not tolerate the added
burden. The ironic and overlooked result of mandating health insurance will be reduced employment and potentially greater numbers of uninsured.
Rather, we must return individual choice and responsibility to the health care system. Reward working people for providing their own health care
through an IRA. Reward responsible behavior and family care-giving. Unfortunately, these policies require federal tax code adjustments, and Congress seems unfriendly to these ideas.
Short of federal reform, I support measures at the state level to decrease the cost of providing medical care. I have been a supporter of tort reform and of improving the procurement process for pharmaceuticals for Medi-Cal patients. Both of these policies would realize medical cost savings for consumers and providers.
Mark C. Edwards, Partner, Reid & Hellyer
Most employers can afford and do provide health msurance for their employees. In fact, a majority of full -Lime California employees are provided
with some type of employer sponsored health plan. It is important to note that this situation exists without government mandating employer provided health insurance. Certainly employers should be encouraged to provide health insurance for their employees. Current State and Federal law
does so by allowing employers a tax deduction for the cost of employee health insurance. Such tax incentives, combined with competition for the
qualified employees, have largely been successful in creating an environment where employer provided health insurance is the rule rather than the
exception.
If a legislative bill which would mandate that business provide health msurance for employees. AB 3032, is passed, California will become a far
less desirable location for small business and the cntrcorcncur. Many new businesses will c hoose to locate elsewhere. In the short and the long run .
that w11l have a delilmcntal effect on the Calilorn1a economy. Every dollar spent, even that spent by the smallest busmcssc , rolls over m the
.
~
economy a number of umcs. Further, man y of today's bu~mess ,;ucccss stones were. JUSt a short time ago. small bus messes s truggling to surv 1ve
on thtn prollt margms. AB .>032 would mcv1tably result m many of those success stones occurnng m states other than Cahforn1a.
What IS the soluuon 10 the problems of those lacking mcd1cal insurance? The answer is to c reate a c limate m California where business can prosper. In a healthy business e nvironment, one where unnecessary regulauon of bus mess and unnecessary mandated programs arc avoided , the bus mess community, as it prospers, will be able to mcrcasc employment m Caltfomta and to prov1de health msurancc for a greater number of employees and thelf dependents.
Rep. George E. Brown, Jr. (D-Riverside)
Unquestionably, the nation and the state of California face a crisis in health care delivery. However, mandating employer benefits IS an incomplete solution to the problem, and could be potentially disastrous to the smaJier, "mom and pop" businesses in the Inland Empire.
We need to expand and improve upon the public-private partnership which tS the foundation of our health care system. Rather than mandating
employer benefits, we should prov1dc mccnuvcs for employers to offer health coverage. Mcd1ca1d and Mcd1carc cxpans10ns can help to mcreasc
health care access for the poor, disabled, and elderly, while state insurance pools--financed in part with federal assistance--could help the millions
who have no insurance.
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Corona, CA 91718
t.:nited Couriers
6905 Aight Rd.
Riverside, CA

(7 14) 687-8134

Keith Tarrou
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(714) 683-4595

Howard Thomas
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12
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D.H.L. Airways
1548 Archibald
Ontario, CA 91761

(714) 923-1066

Tony Ostoja

16

12
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Airborne

Express

(714) 947-9819

AI Banlero
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2

1906 Quaker R1dgc PI
Ontario. CA 91761
Air & Surface Sys.

(714) !!32-1212

Paige Cotcamp
Ken Cotcamp
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(714) 683 6430

Carl Dctorres
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Jaguar Courier
4345 E. Lowell Ste. M
Ontario, CA 91761

(714) 986-0651

Ron Guzman
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2
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Ran c ho Runn er'>
P.O 986
Munella. CA 92362

(714) 676 9564

Phil Jones
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Calif. Mess. Inc.
1243 Columbia NB3
Riverside, CA 92505

(714) 7!!1-1044

Randy Robinson
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U.S. Po\ tal Sen.
1900 W Redlands
San Bernardino, CA
15 Quickie Del. Serv.
3677 Myers Rd.
San Bernardino, CA

(714) 3354303
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West ern States
1660 Ch1cago Ave
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1908 Busmess Cmr Dr
San Bcmardmo, CA

Next Day service any v.elght

Established route serv ICC

Serve So. Cabfomw

Spcc1al m Rush Direct

Sen. Ruben Ayala (D-Chino)
With more than 5 million Californians, many of them the working poor and their families lacking any kind of basic health coverage business
alone cannot afford to pick up the entire cost of a mandated health coverage program.
'
I ~~eve that legislation requiring a mixture of public, employer and employee contributions, along with implementing major cost containment
proviSIOns, would make health coverage for both working Californians and employers less onerous and strenuous.
The following steps offer a solution for providing affordable health insurance:
* Health insurance practices should be reformed to make coverage available and affordable. Basic, no-frills coverage should be available with safeguards against skyrocketing premium increases.
* Tax credits should be offered as an incentive to California employers who don't currently offer health insurance.
* Small businesses unable to afford health insurance could make a financial contribution combined with state funds to cover low-wage workers.
* Employees should also share the costs through co-payments and deductible provisions.
* Strict cost-containment measures should be taken that set standards for new technologies and procedures for physicians to reduce costly lawsuits
and overuse of expensive equipment and diagnostic testing.
Congressman AI McCandless (R-Riverside County)
Companies cannot exist without making a profit, and dependable, satisfied employees help to do that more than any one factor I ever saw when
I was in business in Riverside Coumy. While the costs of employee insurance plans are steep, they pay dividends in lower absenteeism, turnover,
and productivity. It's hard to understand why most employers don't offer group insurance as a standard employee benefiL
However, mandatory national health insurance for private business is a bad idea. All mandatory regulations boost costs, and to pay for it, people
eilher get laid off or not hired in the flfSt place. A better way might be to institute a series of tax incentives to promote insurance coverage for all
employees.
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Focus: Rialto
serviced site areas are available at very rea- opened which is designed to provide a safe em ponion of Rialto, surrounded by Basesonable costs." The area is within a desig- means in which cyclists travel and to en- line Road, Laurel Ave., Highland and Cenated redevelopment project consisting of courage alternative forms of transportation. dar avenues. Major airpon facilities inUltimately, the 5.5- mile path will run clude Rialto Aviation, Western
ore than 9700 new jobs have 1,500 acres. Financial assistance for new
development is available from the Rialto from nonh to south allowing riders to safe- Helicopters, Drake Aviation, Classic Aero,
been created in the city of Rialto
as well as San Bernardino County Sheriffs
redevelopment agency, while the city offers ly go through the entire city.
as a result of the activity generproject
reviews
and
fast-track
The
innovative
day-care
program,
a
COOJr Department helicopter facility.
expeditious
ated by the city's 10.4 million square feet
applicauon processing.
of commercial and industrial developmenL
Once considered a bedroom community,
Rialto is now an up and coming industrial/ The Gateway
commercial competitor. Rialto's populaEstablished in 1986, the Gateway Comtion increased from 28,370 in 1970 to
mercial Development Project consists of
more than 70,500 in 1990.
450 acres zoned for commercial/retail uses.
Rialto is located in the center of the InRialto's redevelopment agency is currentland Empire, close to the cities of San Berly in negotiations for two major commernardino, Ontario and Riverside, but sits
cial developments in this area; one 20-acre
within a "golden triangle" formed by Intersite, which would consist of approximately
state 10, 15 and 215. The city-owned air204,000 sq. ft. of retaiVcommercial, and a
pon helps make Rialto one of the most ac25-acre site consisting of over 250,000 sq.
cessible cities within the Inland Empire.
ft. of retail/commercial adjacent to an existRialto has consistently maintained a 13
ing Price Club. "Announcements of these
percent compounded growth rate for over
two projects will be released by September
five years.
1990," Morgan said.
Land values in Rialto have appreciated
constantly between 15 - 18 percent over
Residential Growth
the past three years. Major industrial companies such as Toys-R-Us Distribution
ialto is experiencing high
Center (625,000 sq. ft.), Edison Brothers
growth in residential developRetail Distribution (110,000 sq. fL), Eagle
ment which mirrors the growth of the inTile Products (120,000 sq. ft.), Tidi MediEdison Bros. Stores, Inc. Rialto Distribution Center is one of the city's
dustrial and commercial development in the
cal Supplies (100,000 sq. fL) and Voonmany new industrial facilities.
area. However, the city is attempting to
man Cookie Manufacture (45,000 sq. fL);
preserve the small hometown atmosphere
and major retailers such asK-Mart, Hughes
of a close-knit community. The new resiMarket, Play Co., Stater Brothers and
dential projects focus on new young up- erative effort with the Rialto Unified
Eventually the Rialto Airpon will funcVons have located in Rialto. These and
wardly mobile families looking for afforda- School Dislrict and the city's parks, recrea- tion as Ontario International's reliever airother companies have found they can buy
ble quality housing. Rialto has grown tion, and social services department pro- pon for compatible smaller aircraft and
land at lower and more competitive rates
with these families as new parks and vides parents with the comfon of knowing other suppon services. Currently, the airhere than in Orange and Los Angeles counschools are under construction. Also incor- their children are receiving quality care be- pon is base for approximately 300 private
ties.
porated into this growth is the expansion fore and after school as well as during vaca- and corporate aircraft, and 145,000 general
"Rialto's induslrial growth strategy inof a strong youth sports program that in- tions.
aviation airpon operations which is expectcludes showcaing new commercial and inCurrently, seven schools are used as day ed to grow to 600 based aircraft and
cludes baseball, softball and soccer.
dum'~ locatiof>.s fer growing and expandR1alto's steady populauon increase 1s care Sites (with an e1ghth in the offmg) 250,000 operations by the year 2008.
mg mdustries," wd Arthur Morgan, the
projected to reach 100,000 by the year w1th the c ny prov1d10g trained staff to run
R1alto is finalizing their 20-year master
City's econotmc development director.
2000. In the past five years, bmlders have the developmentally-sound programs.
plan which will give the facility new runR1alto has approx1mately 3,500 acres
constructed 5000 smgle and multi-family Finally, to address the growmg need for af- ways, add 163 acres of land, a new control
of mdustnal land m three redevelopment
homes. The cost of a single-family resi- fordable and adequate housing for semor tower, improved security, added infrastrucprojeCt areas and 450 acres of commerc1al
dence currently ranges from approximately citizens and the handicapped, the Rialto re- ture and plan/controlled industrial facilities
m a founh redevelopment project. The
$120,000 to $250,000 with an average of development agency provided the financing around the airpon. Already, over $3 milc1ty and the redevelopment agency are ac$140,000.
for R.A.M .R.O.D. Seniors Mobilehome lion in federal grants have been secured for
tive in proVldmg the necessary infrastrucRialto has embarked on one of the largest Park. The park is owned by the c ity and the airport's expansion program.
ture and offer a variety of assistance promaster-planned communities in Southern R.A.M.R.O. D . Parks Inc., a non-profit
grams and financ1al mcenuves to new and
Califom1a. The Nonhwest Specific Plan corporation and is the first joint project of
nvironmental impacts associated
expandmg busmesses. There is easy access
area, known as Las Colinas, is a planned this kmd between government and pnvate
with existing and proposed deto Southern Califorrua and world markets
community that will include 2,400 single- industry. Intended to serve low/moderate
velopment are not s ignificant
via convement and effecient air, rail and
family residences, 400 multi -family units, income senior citizens, the park is current- and the proposed land acquisition and other
highway transportation systems.
30 acres of commercial shopping centers, ly 60 percent filled since its opening in measures will mitigate most concerns.
elementary schools, and a junior high February.
Construction for an additional 6,000 foot
Arua Mansa
school. An integral pan of the plan is a
However, even as Rialto furthers its runway will begin in January 1991. Rialcommuruty park, blke path and a proposed goals within city limits, the city works to's redevelopment agency will assist figua ~one of five redevelojr
ment project areas in the city, is community recreation center with a multi- conscientiously with other cities to resolve nancially with infrastructure and facilitatpan of a State Enterprise Zone. purpose room, meeting rooms, coun sports common problems in a cost-effective man- ing private industrial development
and athletic fields.
ner. The most visible effon is the work of The Rialto Airpon Master Plan forecasts a
According to the California State DepanLas
Colinas
is
in
close
proximity
to
InCorridor
Beautification Committee, a mul- trend for smaller general aviation aircraft to
ment of Commerce, a business which OJr
entes in m EnlerpriseZone can receive the terstate 15, providing easy access to the ti-jurisdictional task force which is work- move further from core city airports, espeemployment centers of Orange and Los An- ing quickly to improve the appearance of cially in light of tighter controls over air
following incentives:
geles counties. Riverside Ave., Rialto's the Interstate 10 highway corridor.
traffic in the Los Angeles area. Aircraft
based in Rialto accounted for nearly 14 per1 . An employer tax credit for qualified main nonh-south thoroughfare, has freeway
Municigal
Airport
access to Interstate 10.
cent
of the registered aircrafts in the county
wa&es.
in 1986, and a 16 percent share is projecled
2. A deduction for net inleresl received.
Quality of Ljfe
The Rialto Municipal Airport was esta- through the next five years, and up to 20
3. Net operating lou any-over for up 10
blished in 1946, originally under private percent by 2008.
1S yean.
The quality of life is an imponant feature ownership, and purchased by the city in
4. Five percent income tax credit 10 qualiin every community and no less so in Rial- 1966. Since that time, the airpon has seen
fied employers.
to. To ensure that the community is well many improvements, most made possible
S. An opportunity 10 write off the cost of
protecled and safe, that our human needs are through financial assistance from the Fed~~~~&ible depreciable propaty.
met within the ftnancial capability of the eral Aviation Administration (FAA) and
6. Credit against income taxes for
city, and to foster a sense of community the California Division of Aeronautics.
&mOIDilS paid m sales w.
within our neighborhoods are key to main- Recent improvements include dual runways
7. Assistan<:e m obtaining available stale
taining a positive environmenL
up to 6,000 feet to accommodate larger
IIIII local funds 111d development incentives.
The city has embarked on a number of transport (corporate-type) aircraft, and paveprojects which slrive to achieve this goal. ment areas capable of handling a minimum
Intlustri41 Area A & B
The opening of the Jack Simonson Center, of 60,000 pounds dual-wheel loading. The
which houses the community theater, airpon gained notoriety during the 70s and
Rich Scanlan. Rialto Airport director, sports center and municipal indoor pool
80s as the home base for Art School,
said, "in the past year the induslrial area
signaled the city's progress in cultural and famed movie stunt pilot and air-show persurrounding the Rialto Airport has been
recreational opportunities. Most recently, former.
busy with new developments and many
the first phase of the city's bike path
Rialto Airpon is localed in the northeastnew projects are in tbe mill now. Full-
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IDEAS FOR THE INLAND EMPIRE
Prefabricated
"assembly hnc" of workers movmg about a
Housing's Future tract rather than hav1ng house moving

By. Boyd R. Plowman, President
Lee & Associates Comme rcial Real Estate
Services
Spiraling housing prices have been a fact
of life in Southern California for many,
many years. For homeowners this has resulted in a welcomed appreciation in the
value o f an important investment. However, for the majority of young people and
for people relocaung from other pans of
the country, the step upward price trend has
created an extremely d1fficult bamcr to
home owncrsh1p.
During most of the 1980 , the Inland
Empire provided a parual solution to the
affordable housing problems of Los Angeles and Orange Counues. Now, housing
affordability has become a c nucal issue for

dov. nan assembly hne m a factory.
Manufac tured housmg, then, does have a
co l advantage (though not a dramatic o ne)
over site-built housing. The price of land
then becomes the deciding factor in dete rmining the viability of manufactured housing.
Land prices have become so high in Orange County and most of Los Angeles
County that the cost advantage of the structure gets lo t in the shufOe -- for example,
a S I 0,000 avmgs o n a house that is going
on a $200,000 lot m Orange County will
probably not be wonh the trade-offs w1th
respect to architectural Oexiblllty, financmg terms and, quite frankly, image. On the
other hand , the S I 0,000 savings on a house
destined for a $50,000 lot (or a rental space
in a retirement comm unity) in the Inland
Empire is well worth it to many families.
The net result IS that manufactured housi ng
will continue to be an important pan of the
affordable housing picture in the Inland
Empire during the I 990s.

Bay area. cedlc s to s ay , uch water
shortages could adver ely affect busmes 10
the Inland Emptre. To avoid future -hortages, the Inland Emptre must couple 1t attempts to obtain new sources of water w1th
conservation policies.
If businesses gradually implement conservation measures, the costs of doing so
will be spread out over a greater period of
lime than if they are implemented by mandatory ordinances during a drought. There
are several ways in which businesses could
gradually decrease water use, Probably the
most obvious way is to use water-efficient
landscaping, or "xenscaping ." The Western
Munic1pal Water District's water conservauon garden m R1verside provides excellent
examples of a wide variety of plants that
do not need much water. Busmesses could
also install low-now toilets and shower devices and usc reclaimed water for exterior
uses.
The water picture for the Inland Empire's
future is rosier than in most areas of the
state. Businesses that take the lead in planning the water future of the Inland Emp1re
will have an excellent marketing and public relations tool and will be able to enjoy
the financial benefits of these actions during future dry periods.

mcnt returns may now be 8 percent, but so
arc ours.
With a conunued s upply of mature mvc tmcnt buildmg opportuniues - tO go
with o ur phenomenal absorption rates (last
years absorption topped 12 million square
feet in the western end of the Inland Empire alone) - we would expect to see more
of the LaSalle and JMB Partners selecting
our inventory for their portfolios and that
of their clients. After all, we are the nation's hottest market place both literally,
figuratively and physically.

- - THE COMING DEFENSE
BUIL D-D OWN
by Congressman George E. Brown, Jr.
(D-Riverside)

For years, Southern California's economy has run on automatic pilot. Growth
just happened. Now, with significant reductions in defense spending on the horiDuring most of the 1980s, the Inzon, Southern California must plan for the
land Empire provided a partial soconversion of a significant fraction of its
lution to the affordable housing
Boyd Plowman was Senior Vice Presihighly-skilled technical work force and
problems of Los Angeles and Orcontractors from defense 10 civilian producange Counties. Now, housing af- dent and Chief Financial Officer of Fleetwood Enterprises, Inc. in Riverside. Fleettion. This is a nationwide problem, but it
fordability has become a critical
wood is the world's largest producer of
is a particularly urgent one for Southern
issue for prospective first-time
manufactured housing.
California, home to more defense work
homeowners even in the Inland
than any other region of the country.
Empire.
Power Investors - Myth
Moreover, the impact of defense cuts will
o r Realty? be felt beyond the defense industry, by loprospecuvc first-ume homeowners even in
The Fu tu re O f Wa ter In The
the Inland Emp1rc. Only a small proporcal comm unities a nd by small and large
In land Empire by David W. Ariss
tiOn of fam1lics can make the required
businesses of all sort which depend on the
down payment and qualify for a mortgage
Managing Dtrector, California Commerce economic activity generated by defense
Center
loan on the1r fust home. Th1s is despite By Eric L. Garner &
firms and their employees.
bcucr paymg JObs and .1 <.,tead) mcrcasc m Jumcc L \\ et.l
While Southern Call forn1a 1s cspcc1ally
Wmcr rlttorncv.\
the number ol tv. o-1ncom.: hou~;eholds .
vulnerable, 11 al o has numerous strengths
Will manulauured hou~mg play an un- Be.1t, Bc.ll & Kneger
Our Inland Emp1rc area IS perce1vcd as that can tum thiS ume mto one ol econommany thmgs - affordable, available, pro- IC opportumty rather than econom 1c pam.
portant role 10 the Inland Emp1re's housmg
Water agcnc1es that serve the Inland Em- growth. and best of all , squarely 10 the CaJ1fomm's robust commercial rurcraft Inp1ctur.: durang the 1990s'> Let us exam1nc
pire pred1ct that v.ater demand m the area
dustry has already taken up some of the
the !acts
Hov. doc~ a manulacturcd house compare will grow sub~tanllally. The San Bernardi- What! The Church of England slack 10 the aerospace sector. The C1v1han
as a power investor! Yes,
structural\) and aesthcucally w1th a s ite- no Valley Mun1c1pal Water Distnct, wh1ch
space program , includmg important prothey
have left the "merry old jects ltke the Mission to Planet Earth and
built home? Quite favorably -- m Cahfor- supplies water to evcraJ cities 10 San Bcrsod" to put their pou nds and the space s tation, will also provide new
ma and 10 1990. In the southern and mid- nardmo County and exports some water for
pence to work in the
western United States, more than 50 per- use wnhm the c1 ty of R1versidc, estimates
opportunities fo r Southern Californ ia's
cent of manufactu red houses arc sui\ single that 1ts prOJected water needs will be ap- California Com merce Center.
skilled managers, engi neers, and compasecuon s tructures of less than I ,000 square proximately 260,000 acre feet by the year
nies. Even more importantly, the freeing
feet. They arc a far cry from the tin-roofed 2000 -- a 50 percent increase over 1989. path of expansion of Orange, Los Angeles up of some of the outstanding technical
stereotype of a "trailer house" but they cer- To meet th1s need, the San Bernardino Val- and San Diego counties. As a result, we talent from our defense industry for civilian
tainly will not be m1staken for a site built Icy Municipal Water District will, to the have arrived-as arrival relates to invest- use, provides a unique opportunity to imhome. By contrast, almost 90 percent of extent practical, continue to use water from ment opportunities, or investors- prove our economic competitiveness in the
manufactured houses bwlt in California to- local groundwater supplies, the Santa Ana particularly such power investors s uch as high technology commercial industries of
day are multi-secuonal homes -- that is, River, Mill and Lytle creeks, and will in- the Koll Co., Copley Investors, TCW, tomorrow.
two or more secuons that are joined to- crease 1ts use of water from the State Water Prudential Realty Group, Cabot, Cabot &
But this will not happen without strong
Forbes, and the Church of England. What! leadership in Washington and in state and
gether at the site and, m most instances, PrOjecL
The Metropolitan Water District projects The Church of England as a power inves- local governments. The world of commerplaced on permanent foundations. Most
have high-pitched shake or s hingled roofs, that its munic1pal and industrial water tor! Yes, they have left the "merry old sod" cial industry, where cost discipline is cruwood (or syntheuc wood) exterior siding, needs w1ll be 331,000 acre feet for the areas to put their pounds and pence to work m cial, IS very different from that of defense
drywall interiors and acoustic blown-on It serves w1th1n R1verside County and the Califomm Commerce Center.
production. Thus, the retraining of engiAll arc buying and selling, and buymg neers and managers experienced in defense
ceilings.
Some are virtually indistin- 288,000 acre feet for the areas it serves
guishable from many site built, tract within San Bernardino County by the year some more, along with the likes of the Il- work is an essential part of economic con2000 (ass ummg normal nOl drought condi- linois Teachers Pension Fund, the City of version. The federal government must
homes.
There are also certain economies in tions). Again, this represents an increase of San Jose Employees Pension Fund and work closely with state and local governbuildJng houses m factories compared to 50 percent over 1989 water demands. To mos t life insurance companies.
ments to help defense workers find new
To date, we have lacked product, and the jobs and, wherever poss1ble, assist compaconstruCting them on site. Assembly line meet the demand, Metropolitan is working
techmques arc very efficient and permit the on 1mplemenung agr1cultural water transfer proper aging of that product, or we would nies and comm uniues m converung deuse of less costly labor than that requued agreements, expanding Its s torage and be up to our armpits in the1r money. At a fense plants to civilian uses. Though the
for convenuonal homcbuildmg. However, transmiSSIOn facilities and paymg to line pomt 10 the not too d1stant past, o ur cap federal government must take the lead 10
this cost advantage IS not as great here as transmission canals to prevent water waste. rates did not compare with Orange County this effort, retrammg and the transformaHowever, additiOnal supplies of water or Los Angeles investment opportunities. tion of defense plants to civilian use must
in many pans of the country. This IS partially because tract homebullders in South- alone may not be sufficient to meet all the They had an 8 percent or even 7 -I{l per- be planned locally. By taking action now
em California do not experience many of Inland Empirct's future water needs. If the cent investment rate while our investment we can take advantage of this historic opthe weather related inefficiencies that are Inland Empire does not carefully plan for returns needed to be 10 percent or more 10 portunity rather than passively suffering
faced by their northern and midwest coun- its future water use, it may face severe attract investment capital. No more! Now the economic dislocation of layoffs and
terparts. Further, in large tracts they are shortages similar 10 those currently suffered we are at parity with most areas of Califor- plant closings expected in the years to
able to attain the efficiencies of an by Santa Barbara and the San Francisco nia, Orange County included. Their invest- come.
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Closeup: Dr. Alan Heslop

THE FIRST NAME IN
OFFICE FURNITURE RENTAL

Heslop Predicts Inland Empire Growth
(cont. from Page 19)

ROBERTS
RENTS FURNITURE

project.
The s urveys that I take show the same k10d of underlying confidence m the future of

Call Us, we'll come to you (714) 757-1910

the area.
IEBJ : But isn't there a threat to business posed by the No Growth movement in

the area?
Heslop: Dr. F red Balitzer, the man who has done most to study the No Growth - - - -- -- - -- - -- - - - - -- -- - - - - -- - - - movement, will tell you that it is fueled by developers' mistakes, which can be corrected with a liLLie common sense and forethought. When developers take the right
approach -- beginning with their fust entry into a community -- No Growth fails to
develop into a serious threat.
IEBJ: What did you mean when you spoke about "accelerating sociaJ change"?
Heslop: Well, let me mention some obvious developme nts to begin with and
then some that may be not so obvious. First, it is clear that the ethnic character of
the population is changing. The 1990s will almost certainly see a further surge in the
numbers of Latinos. The later 1990s will sec a boom in the area's high school populations. Yet, there will also be many more senior citizens in the area.
Less obvious trends, perhaps, include the continuation of a little noticed diaspora of
middle-dass African Americans into the Inland Empire together with the development
of some new Asian communities. I also suspect that we will see significant numbers
of new technically-trained people come into the area as some of the area's computer
companies and other high-tech businesses find their feet. For example, I visited ESRI
at Redlands last week and was fascinated to see the expansion of their highlysophisticated workforce.
IEBJ: And now let's talk about the last of those trends you mentioned as affecting
1000 E. William Sl Carson City, NV 89701
the Inland Empire in the 1990s, the one that you seem most doubtful about. You said
"perhaps we'll see some new politics... " Why only "perhaps?"
1-800/~ FAX (702)883-4874
Heslop : Well, ordinarily, with so much demographic flux, one would expect to
see a lot of accompanying political change. What makes this uncertain in the Inland
Empire is that the redistricting process in Sacramento could be manipulated to block
many changes that would otherwise occu r. Redistricting is likely to be a process
heavily dominated by incumbent politicians in Sacramento. Left to themselves, incumbents nearly always try to maintain as much as possible of the status quo: after
all, it is the status quo that elected them , and if they arc comfortable in their districts,
they typically want as little change as possible.
IEBJ: But isn't the Inland Empire certain to get new congressional and legislative
'listricts as a result of reapportionment, and won't that make for a lot of political

LAUGHLIN ASSOCIATES, INC.

change?
Heslop : It 1S trUI.. that the dramauc populauon 1ncrcascs of the 1980s do JUStify
add1uonal Inland Emp1rc d1~tr1cts, but It IS far !rom certam that we w1ll get them.
Suppose that, instead of basmg a new diStrict in the Inland Emp1re, the line drawers
based it in Los Angeles County or Orange County? Such a d1strict would have the
bulk of 1ts populauon outs1dc our area, but would s nake across the county line and
pick up JUSt enough populauon to meet the legal reqUirement. In that way, Los Angeles or Orange County lcg1slators could end up represenung many Inland Empire
residents.
IEBJ: What can the Inland Emp1rc do to prevent this kind of dilution of our area's
political clout.
Heslop: Our current legislative representatives and our county and c1ty officials
need to make clear to the leadership of both parties in Sacramento that San Bernardino and Riverside counties want their full entitlement of districts, that we want whole
districts and not fractions of districts. While they are about it, I hope that they will
press to keep the new district boundaries from cutting up our cities and our minority
and other communities. It is time that politicians learned that there is more at stake
in creating representative units than their own selftsh interests.
I EBJ: Do you see any chance of reforming the political process?
H eslo p: Well, let's fLTSt ask what's wrong with the process as it worlcs right now.
The basic problem, I believe, is the lack of competition: at the same Lime that public
disillusionment with government is at a high point, incumbents are manipulating the
system 10 get reelected with bigger and bigger margins. The only early prospect of
changing this is the term limitation initiative on the November 1990 ballot. That
would assure the removal -- by 1996 at any rate --of Sacramento's tenured-in professional politicians. You can bank on it that those politicians will spend millions on
advertising against the term limitation. But even so, I rather think that so many people feel that "enough is enough" that it may just pass. If it does, we'll certainly see
some political change-- and a heclc of a lot more electoral competition as well!
In the future, I think it would be a constructive step to add to the number of seats
in the state legislature. Each of our state senators is representing around 750,000 people. Districts of that size swamp smaller communities, make it difficult or impossible for challengers to organize and for voters to engage in grassroots politics, encourage the use of media campaigns and computerized direct mail, and breed apathy in
thetr electorates and arrogance in their incumbents.
I'd favor adding seats but keeping the legislature's budget just where it is. I think
we could do without some of the 3000 staffers the current legislators have running
around for them in Sacramento. Instead, I'd lilce to see our representatives spend more
personal Lime with their constituents. That's the tradition of representation in this
country and it's Lime we got back 10 it.

PRESENTING A CHANCE Of A LifETIME OPPORTUNITY
Cttyopoly 1s a featured g1ft, game and accessory ttem 1n upscale
deparlment, toy, and spec1a1ty stores It IS also marketed through
promotions 1n newspapers, chart11es, and rad1o and telev1s1ons
sta11ons In every market C1tyopoly has entered, the game has
generated great commun1ty enthus1am and extens1ve med1a exposure.

CASH BENEfiTS fOR A LOCAL CHARITY!
Fifty cents from the proceeds of each game sold w111 be donated to the
Crtpple Childrens Soc1ety

CITYOPOL Y PROVIDES:
• . An Exclus1ve opportun1ty for bus~nesses to advertise and 1mmor·
tal1ze the1r name and logo
• A crea11ve avenue for h1ghltght1ng your commun1ty's maJOr po~nts
of Interest, attract1ons, h1stortc landmarks and prominent bus~nesses
• A marke11ng vehiCle for creating goodwill and expressing CIVIC
prtde by promoting 1mages that make your ctty or organ1zat1on un1que
• Charilable fundra1s1ng opportunt1es

WITH CITYOPOLY, YOU CAN COLLEcr:

u
It

• H1gh 1mpact/mult1ple 1mpress1on advertts1ng response.
• The und1v1ded attent1on of target buyers for hours on end as
players· concentration IS focused ma~nly on advertisers' names and
logos
• A return to t1me-honored family and CIVIC values brtng~ng everyone
together to play a game

INLAND EMPIRE OPOLY
CALL AND RESERVE YOUR GAME SQUARE TODA yt

-Cityopoly is developed and marketed by
Elus ive Dream Marketing Services
415 Tennessee St. • Redlands, California 92373 • {714) 793-7773

WF.RCf.IIE8
Rf.H7
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New Business Listings

New Business Listings
Tuckers 3D
Rex Allen Tucker
18609 7th St.
Bloomington 92316

Sisters Flowers and Gifts
Patricia L. Drake
1066 E. 6th St.
Corona 91720

DPK Investigative Agency
Daniel Paul Kormrurnpf
6911 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside 92506

McGowan & Associates
Maureen E. Dresch
30357 San Pasqual Rd.
Temecula 92390

AMA Med ica l Staffing
Ann Marie Andre
390 Hobart Circle
Corona 91715

Crystal View Investment
Ali Parsa
43500 Ridge Park Dr.
Temecula 92390

Agape Family Day Care
Virgie Rentie
3917 Hamilton Dr.
Corona Hills 91719

U.S. Nails Etc.
Michael Aoyd Peak
11875 Pigeon Pass Rd.
Moreno Valley 92387

Professional Systems Management
James T. Matthews
7900 Limonite Ave. Ste. G-110
Riverside 92509

Ann's Glad Rags
Ann Marie Moss
4141 Glenwood Dr.
Riverside 92501

A.M. Welding and Fabrication
Millard W. Hustin
28525 Hwy. 74
Lake Elsinore 92330

Ala Kai Polynesian Village
Dennis J. Bukowski
38300 S. Palm Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs 92262

S & S Concessions
Randy Sparks
1SO Depot Dr.
Corona 91720

Health Care Management Services
Lucie Arellano
4005 Van Buren Blvd. #B
Riverside 92503

Crystal's Collectables
Nancy J. Austin Maurer
14545 Manzanillo
Cabazon 92230

J.K. Electronics/Westronix
41680 Entezprise Circle South
Temecula 92390

MHB Designs
Robert Loren Bridges
2168 Archdale SL
Riverside 92506

Harmony Family Health Care
Center
Keith Truong Ph.D
4440 Brockton Ave.
Riverside 92501

Superior Rooter & Plumbing
Danny LeRoy Johnson
29677 Stonewood Rd.
Temecula 92390

Two Sisters Cleaning Service
Elizabeth Miles
5953 Sky Meadow
Riverside 92509

Monarch Photographic Services
Daniel David
6168 Tyler St.
Riverside 92503

Mike Harrelson Air Conditioning
Mike Harrelson
498 Massachusetts
Beaumont 92223

Baskets & Bows
Sandra Lee Murray
4196 Hupa Place
Riverside 92505

E & L Landscape Maintenance
Edward Hernandez
5371 Riverview Dr.
Riverside 92509

One Hour Photo & Mail
Hamid M. Sheikh
4616 Pine St.
Riverside 92501

Country Road Antiques
Susan M. Schroeder
330 E. 6lh St.
Beaumont 92223

Swimrite Pools & Spas
Eric Phoenix
25036 Oceanview
Crestline 92325

K's Design Blinds
Kanwal Randhowa
7949 Remington St.
R1verside 92503

G & H Janitor Service
Earnest L. Gibbs
2850 Woodlinc
Riverside 92507

Custom Travel & Cruise
Steven & Toni B1hlme1er
10195 Hole Ave.
Riverside 92503

Ace Security Consultants
Kip Searcy
1390 E. 6lh St. Ste. 8
Beaumont 92223

Instant Sign Center
David M. Smith
107 McKinley# 109
Corona 91752

Greeta's Country Closet
Debbie Hoover
17770 Robens Rd.
Riverside 92508

The Ultimate Gift Basket
Belia Villegas
6850 J urupa Rd.
Riverside 92509

The Wet Lobster
Matilde Dttas
10759 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside 92503

Straitline Striping
Jon Bruce Hattabaugh
31670 Meadow Blossom Rd.
Nueva 92367

R & M Builders
Rudy M. Zachaiz
29500 Mira Lorna Dr.
Temecula 92390
Aztec Treasures
veronica s. Gonzalez
821 Canary CL
Lake Elsinore 92330
Active Appliance Service and
Repair
Mark Michael Tortomasi
24426 Rovendale CL
Murrieta 92362
Wilder Tractor and Equipment
Steve and Sherry Wilder
28630 El Toro Rd.
Lake Elsinore 92330
J's Surf N Sport #2
Jason L. Ausun
40477 Murrieta Hot Spnngs Rd.
Murneta 92362
B-N-L League Cards
Roben N. Lackey
32795 Skylark Dr.
Lake Elsinore 92330
Super 7 Food Store
Hashem Hanudeh
17159 Grand Ave. Ste. A
Lake Elsinore 92330
Pacific Coast Barns
Richard A. Carnes
24173 Adams Ave.
Murrieta 92362

Susan J. James Construction and
Development
Susan J. James
6971John Dr.
Riverside 92509

Video Tee.
Hal Song
708 W. 6th St.
Corona 91720

Country Liquor Store
Hak Soo Yun
22862 Alessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley 92388

At-Market Liquor
Ali Yasin
3511 Madison St.
Riverside 92506

T & D Enterprises
Daniel Eduardo Davia
24438 Willow Run Rd.
Moreno Valley 92387

Red Water Conditioning Systems
Rebeca Draper
138 Fairlane Circle
Mira Lorna 91752

San Jacinto Glass and Mirror
Steve J. Villegas
SOl S. San Jacinto St.
San Jacanto 92383

Beuck Trucking
Michael Beuck
11904 Hartland Pl.
Moreno Valley 92387

Jewbh Times
Charles B1vona Jr.
6101 Quail Valley Ct.
Riverside 92507

The Country Cactus
Linda Poandexter
46015 V1a Vaguero
Temecula 92390

NHR Services
Charles B1vona Jr.
6101 Quail Valley Ct.
Riverside 92507
Curt's Construction Consultants
Cunis D. Minnick
24850 Hancock Ave. C-202
Murrieta 92362

Durasteam
Robert B. Olson
25445 Sunnymead
Moreno Valley 92388
Manzanita Mail Box Rental
Service
Lorraine Aiken
56400 Hwy. 371
Anza92306

LKJ & Associates
Lois G. Aquirre
2541 Korimer
Riverside 92509

Leo's Mirror & Glass Inc.
74884 Velie Way #4
Palm Desert 92260

National Income Publications
Paula G. Church
30722 Doral Ct.
Temecula 92390

Teams Plus
John Reves
Murrieta Town Center #C
Murrieta 92362

A-1 Coastruclioa Co.
EladioBaca
3741 Harvill Lane #3

Riverside 92501
lalomap
James E. Shimota
42121 Stetson Ave.
Hemet92344
KL Tax Service
Kathy Lynn Meadows
23462 Harland Dr.
Moreno Valley 92387
Micro• Ea1iaeeria1
David J. ADCkDer
mMaiDSL
ltiwnide 92.501

Greenery Plus
David Morley
3537 Doe Spring Rd.
Corona 91730

Advanced Electronics Systems
GYL Engineering Technologies Inc.
209 Deborah Ct.
Riverside 92507

USKOR
Yung Ai Kim
1817 California
Corona 91719

Unified Communications Inc.
1120 Via Viento Lane
Corona 91720

Jordaa'a Lawa aad Gardea Service
Joeph Jordan

3623 Arlin&10D Ave.
Ri'VUSide 92S06

Lazy Man's Home Improvement
Projects
Stevm A. Shaw
11479 Queensborousb SL
Riverside 92S03
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Grand Terrace 92320

Markley Managem ent Construction 6070 Etiwanda
Mira Lorna 91752
Group
Francis E. Markley & Company
Equimax
68-895 B St.
Cathedral City
Sidney L. Harris
2399 Davenlry St.
DBA Business Services
Riverside 92504
Deborah Abrams
Baine's Unocal
36158 Vence Dr.
Willis Baine
Murrieta 92362
6575 Brockton Ave.
Riverside 92506
Business Enhancement
Speedway Towing
Partnership Group
Agustin Valenzuela
Joseph Byrne
10465 Arlington Ave.
10765 Labrador Pl.
Riverside 92503
Riverside 92503

Global Homes
Rick Kvalheirn
5953 Abajo Ct.
Alta Lorna 91701

Cierra's Specialty World
Lisa Cie Yang
22381 Couonwood Ave. Box 7108
Moreno Valley 92388

S & D Distributors
AFM Enterprises Inc.
1140 Stacy Ct.
Riverside 92507

Sanitary Plumbing
Sagar Investments
1248 N. Wabash #C
Redlands 92374

Life Source Co.
David Sung Kim
7202 Goldboro Ln.
Riverside 92506

Tina Marshall Hunt Studio
Tina Hunt
556 Ventura Ave.
Corona 9 1719

M C Distribution
Anthony Gonzalez
2132 S. Grove Unit N
Ontario 91761

R & J Communication
Roben Ybarra
1540 Wilson Ave.
Perris 92370

A & D Plumbing & Heating
Alben Downs
1002 E. Aorida Ave.
Hemet92343

Teekas
Priscilla Mock
24837 Tulip Ave.
Lorna Linda 92354

Dave 's Vacuum & Sewing Ctr.
Mark R. Waggonor
5330 Arlington Ave.
Riverside 92504

Fantastic Games
Karl Mehring
1515 Columbia St.
Redlands 92374

DSM Distributors
Laura Aorenline
708 W. Mill St. Ste. M
San Bernardino 92410

Team Car Care
Herschel L. Nave
190 Depot Dr.
Corona 91720

Precision Small Parts
Patrick Groebner
8460 Maple Ste. 101
Rancho Cucamonga 91730

DC Graphics
Lena Baker
17425 Owen St.
Fontana 92335

Ochoa Janitorial Services
Salvacion Ochoa
2186 Russell Dr.
Corona Hills 91719
Jesse's Truck & Industrial
Tire Repair
Jesus Vasquez
5970 Canal St.
Riverside 92509
Lei Landscape
Thomas Joseph Connors
710 S. Rimpall Ave. Ste. 202
Corona 91719

Expert Office Products
Linda M. Williams
12133 Rosedale
Colton 92324

Bailey's Welding & Fabrication
Tamara A. Bailey
Prime Source Financial Associates 39848 Castilt Ave.
Murrieta 92362
Susie L. Gonyea
24505 Via Las Laderas
Murrieta 92362
Treasures of the Heart

Kim Fashions 1
Thuy B. Suong
9339 Douglas Dr.
Riverside 92503

Best Window Cleaning
Deborah A. Seglund
37557 Louise Ln. HC-2 Box 7897
Anza92306

Sun City Plumbing
Gary Michael Meyer
28200 Bradley Rd.
Sun City 92381

California Cleanup
James Lewis
6391 Stearns
Riverside 92504

Liberty Lawn Service
Dale Chris Tucker
24146 Stonebridge CL
Moreno Valley 92388

Clout "9"
Anne Dage
470 E. 6th
Beaumont 92223

Donna L. Annor

25219 Via Pera
Murrieta 92362
Park Village Mobile Home Park,
LTD
Western Homex Corp.
27349 Jefferson Ave. #209
Temecula 92390
Morningstar Janitorial
Marianne Desatoff
21015 N. Drive
Nuevo 92367
Inland Pallets
Gene Vinlove

Troy's Wood Service and Sales
Larry Dominguez

11184 Almond Ave.
Fontana 92335

U S Homeowner Services
Angie Jones
416 North H. St. #7
San Bernardino 92410
The Club
Bruce Fulper
22456 Van Buren St.
Grand Terrace 92324

Ontario Liquor
Nam Tockgo
1405 E. 4lh St.
Ontario 91764

Interiors West
Terrence Hager
5338 Riverside Dr.
Chino 9 1710

207 W. Francis St.
Ontario 91762

Robert Vander Eyk Dairy
Vander Eyk Revokable Living Trus
17650 Hellman Ave.
Corona 91720

De Right Stuff
Ramon De Sanchez
6155 Palm Ave. #3508
San Bernardino 92407

Adam Window Shiner
Adam Hernandez
551 E. Riverside #94
Ontario 91761

S and K Construction
Guy Schneider
31878 Aorida St.
Redlands 92373

DCI Properties, Inc.
DCI Funding Group. Inc.
8429 White Oak #102
Rancho Cucamonga 91730

Tidy Janitorial Service
Norman Scou
16075 Reed Ct.
Fontana 92335

GEM Financial
Golden Empire Financial Group
8429 White Oak #102
Rancho Cucamonga 91730

Pro Glow Floor Mainteaaace
Joseph Greable
9596 Cerra Vista
Apple Valley 92308

Golden Empire Mortgage
Corporation
Golden Empire Financial Group
8429 White Oak #101
Rancho Cucamonga 91730

Direct Diamond Distributors
Hernan Coronel
14464 Outer 7th St.
Victorville 92392

Angie's Ice Cream Sboppe
Lina Gayosso
22545 Barton Rd.

Pamela Johason Illustration
Pamela Johnson
3517 E. Piedmont Dr.
Highland 92346

Latin Americana Travel Agency
I van Mancera
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Diamond V Farm
Carl Van Burger
15409 Anacapa Rd.
Victorville 92392

Tom's RV
Thomas G. Farmer
1375 E. 6th St.
Beaumont 92223

Regin a's Maids
Teresa S. Shawish
12663 J uneberry Ct.
Moreno Valley 92388

Around Town Parties
Bartl8ra Aileron
13469 Solitude Circle
Victorville 92392

Inland Metro League
Paul Lane Francis
23005 Palm Ave.
Grand Terrace 92324

Marsh Transportation
Glynn M. Marsh
23540 Clayton St.
Perris 92370

OHS Distribution Co.
Haeng SooOh
13573 Anochecer Ave.
Chino Hills 91709

Spectrum Tile & Marble
Comatico Tiles, Inc.
66f:h Van Buren Blvd.
Riverside 92503

J & H Sales
William A. Hillman Ill
18140 Grand Ave.
Lake Elsinore 92330

Magic: Cleaners
PyongKwak
1705 Washington #106
Colton 92324

Comfort Zone Furniture
Paul H. Carter
140 N. San Jacinto
Hemet 92343

Quality Sheds
Matthew A. Poturich
27985 Wickard Rd.
Sun City 92381

Ontario Industrial Medical Clinic:
Veriw Medical Group, Inc.
1804 E. Elma CL
Ontario 91764

Tangles Hair Salon
Helen Stiff
3570 W. Florida Ave. Ste. F
Hemet 92343

Lancewood Real Estate
Benjamin Salloum
5085 Rockhurst Ct.
Riverside 92503

Hi Desert Tui Service
Mark Antrony Annstrong
15572 7th SL
Victorville 92392

In Focus
Bernard Samuels
26120 Ridgeview Dr.
Idyllwild 92349

Aqua Wasb
Car Wash Consultants, LTD
41620 E. Aorida Ave.
Hemet92344

AAA Hydroseeding/Landsc:aping
Conrad Padilla
14180 Americana
Victorville 92392

Hoffman Realty
Roy Harris
54274 Hwy. 243
Idyllwild 92349

Renaissance Appaloosas
William L. Mallory Jr.
4340 Woodward Ave.
Norco91760

Desert Knolls Texaco
Terry Harmes Jr.
18285 Hwy. 18
Apple Valley 92307

Town & Country Realty
Maureen Alderman
59465 Hwy 74
Mountain Center 92361

Audiotronic:s
James Joseph Bellissimo
273 15 Jefferson Ave. Ste. J
Temecula 92390

S A W Construction
Steven Wilkerson
10147 Tamarisk Ave.
Hesperia 92345

Party Clowns & Balloons
Vanessa Johnson
33922 Canyon Ranch Rd.
Lake Elsinore 92330

A Trucking
Manuel AngUiano
287 11 Pasco Diablo
Quail Valley 92380

RDS Repair
Robert Doucet
510 N. Towne Ave. #2
Claremont 91711

Gideon Plaques & Prints
Michael Leslie DeGuzman
41820 Marwood Circle
Temecula 92390

Canyon Lake Realty
C.L.R. Properties, Inc.
31730 Railroad Canyon Rd.
Canyon Lake 92380

JJS Mini Blind Cleaning Service
Jose Jimenez
11077 Redwood Ave.
Hesperia 92345

Adlux Global
Amit Di1ip Munshi
855 University Dr.
Riverside 92507

Arrowhead Medical Courier
Karen Kruse
22653 Cardinal SL
Grand Terrace 92324

AA Aten Lock & Safe
Phillip Lee Aten
10475 Killarney Dr.
Riverside 92503

Marble Mystics
Byron Cooper
1016 Dracena Ct.
Redlands 92374

The Alcove
Carmelita Espino
3593 Prospect Ave.
Riverside 92501

Tille Ha•&•e•
William Gallagher
659 Virginia CL
I...ate Arrowlad 92352

Testin& Service
Martha Viola Smith
24320 Pasco Arroyo
Quail Valley 92380

BraYo Tile & Marble
Ellis R. Bravo
2913llbnge Rd. P.O. Box 6500
Canyon Lake 92380

F8Diily Distribution Center
Amir Motamedi
1484 Eleyante Ct.
Corona 91720

J.B. CAD Dellp A Senices
R. Bradley Houle
3463 Yaallee <kle
Riverside 92503

Expect Direct
Thane Aaron HubbeU
4815 Jacboo SL 18
Riverside 92503

Tri-County Co mmercia l Painting
& Design
Frank Douglas Kaser
37066 Bam staple Ct.
Hemet92343
Hemet Dental Center
P. Brian Stiewel D.D.S.
111 N. Buena Vista
Hemet 92343
One Stop Sign Shop
Joseph A. Damato
6962 27th St.
Riverside 92509

Space
(Continued From Page 3)

The relocation group is comprised of tht
Inland Empire Economic Council, South
ern California Edison, the Southern California Gas Co., the Valley Group, the
Monday Morning Group, the city of Moreno Valley, the city of Riverside, Riverside
County, San Bernardino County and the
Economic Development Partnership.
One of the first thrusts of the group is to
generate letters to legislators in support of
the move to March AFB and to identify
potential environmental issues that should
be analyzed in the environmental impact
statement (EIS) on a move to March.
Comments are being sent to: Director,
Programs & Environmental Division,
AFRCE-BMS/DEP, Norton AFB, CA
92409-6448.
The EIS is due out in August, after
which public comment will be accepted. In
December, the Air Force will malce its recommendation to the secretary of defense,
who will then malce his recommendation
to Congress and the president of the United
States. Other sites being considered by the
Air Force arc Vandenburg AFB ncar Lompoc, Calif., Kutland AFB near Albuquerque, N.M., and c1thcr Peterson or Falcon AFB ncar Colorado Spnngs, Colo.

-~j PROFESSIONAL DISPLAYS

,1fi INLAND EMPIRE

Announces the Opening of the
Ontario Sales Office and Showroom

"TAKE A PRO TO YOUR NEXT TRADESHOW"

Sales

and

3535 Inland Empire Blvd.
Ontario, CA 91764 U.S.A.

Rent a I s

(714)
(714)

941-2524
941-3207
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nard111o Counties '' 111 double 1n JUSt l1ve
vears.
The Rll'eNdc/Corona/Moreno Valley submarket recorded the most absorpuon for
the f1rst quarter w1th 139,963 square feet,
the stud) noted. Comnbuung to that tOtal
was 21 ,385 quare feet of space leased 1n
anta Fe Pac1fic Realty's Westgate Center
111 Corona.

Small Bu ~ in c'> " ll calth Pl a n ~
(Continued From Page 12)·
more LOncerned about b~tng able to sec
thc1r family doctor 11 ho has Lreated them
for years. An) change 111 the health plan
that Jun1tS access or 111crea;;es the distance
to the provider, will impact the employee's
family as well as the employee. Therefore,
it is very important to address their concerns.
Once the employer understands his employees' concerns and his budget, he is
then ready to approach the health care market. At this point it IS very important to
usc a know ledgeable insurance broker. A
good broker should be able to show several
insurance alternatives rang1ng from the low
cost HMOs to the h1gher cost indemnity
plans. Review at least two HMO plans,
two PPO plans and tndemnlty plans. Compare the benefi ts and the premium cost of
each and match the locations of the HMO
and PPO providers in relationship to where
the company and the employees are located. Don't be surprised if you learn that two
HMOs with similar benefits use the same
hospitals and physicians, but have different
premiums. It pays to be thorough in your
review.
Once the plan has been selected, it is important to effectively communicate the decision to the employees. The health plan
will probably nut. ~et everyone's expectauons and des1res. Therefore , 1t1S imponant
to thoroughl y cxpla1n th1s plan best
matches tl1c med1cal benefitS to the needs
of the employees, and to the fu1ancial resources of the company.
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Vacany Rate No t A larming

According to the buildi ng-by-building
study, 2,446,000 square feet of space were
vacant from an existing base of 9,488,259
million square feet for a vacancy rate of 26
percent., one percentage point higher than
the same period a year ago. The study noteel that the cities of Colton, Victorville
and Temecu la were added to the real estate
firm's survey this quarter, adding an addi uonal 1.37 mill ion square feet of space to
the existing base.
"The vacancy rate isn't unusually h1gh
considering how rapidly the market is
Van Buren Rail Cencer
growing," said Rich Miller, an office
properties specialist in Grubb & Ell is'
Ontario office. "During the first quarter,
we had 366,878 square feet of new office
Inland Empire Office Market Claims Highest Growth
space come on line."
Rate Of Any Office Market In Los Angeles Basin, Report Approximately 1.04 million square feet
Reveals
c ~ ~ew office space was under construcuon
10 Riverside and San Bernardino Counues
The Inland Empire office market contin- 176,61 4 square feet for the same period during the first three months of 1990, the
ued to grow at a faster pace than any other last year, the report said. The real estate report said. An additional 2.5 mill ion
office market in the Los Angeles Basin fi rm's study tracks buildings 20,000 square square feet is planned for the two-county
area. The Ontario/Rancho Cucamonga/
during the first quarter of 1990, posting feet and above.
"The Inland Empire office market is at Fontana submarkct had the most new
strong absorption and high levels of new
construcuon, according to a report by the bcginntng of a tremendous growth space under construction 10 the first quarGrubb & Ellis Commcrc1al Real Estate curve," sa1d Mark PISCitelli, senior v1cc ter with 328,250 square feet, the study
pres1dent and diSLriCt manager of Grubb & s:ud. Runn10g a close second was the R1vScrv1ces.
Absorpuon, or the amount of space Ellis' Inland Emp1rc operations. "If space crs1de/Corona/Moreno Valley submarkct
leased dunng the quarter, stood at 343,221 conunucs to be absorbed at this rate, occu- with 302,735 square feet.
square feet for tl1e first quarter compared to pied off1cc space 1n R1versidc and San Ber-

MCI Fax Customers to Get
Special Offer on D& B Credit Reports
[)un .1.. BrJlbtn:..:t Bu\lness Credll Sen1ces ,1nli i\ICI ConHnuniC<J!IOih Corp. announced a co-marl-..cung agreement that g1ves 1\.ICIIa:-. customers a spec1almtroduc·
tOr) oiler on O&B £::-.press. a scrv1ce that lkl11<.:rs D&:B cred11 reports on a pay-asyou-go has1s b) thaling I XOO-TR Y -1-D, B
Under the aJ.:n:emcnt, i\ICI fa:-. customers nauon" 1dc can call D&B's tolllrcc numl><:r and acces~s the1r l1rst Busmess Infonnauon Report 11a D&B E.wress for S45,
compan::d to the regular D&B Express pncc ol 560. D&B \\111 then transmll the re quested report 1\ 11hmm1nutes v1a ICI f<n. The serv1cc ~~also available to non- \ ICI
customers at the higher pnce.
Witl1 D&B Express scrv1cC, 1nLrocluccd earlier this year, compan1cs can order D&B
reports, without an upfront conLract, by s1mply calling I-800TR Y -1-D B.
Carl Wideberg, senior manager of national accounts for MCI, sa1d Dun & BradSLrcct was chosen because his company has a long-standing rclauonship with that
firm . Also, he noted that Dun & BradsLrcct has the largest database outside of the
U.S. government in the United States.
Armand Benoit, Dun & BradsLreet's vice president, customer development, established the program. The company's customers gave him the idea, Benoit told the
Business Journal in a phone interview from his Murray Hill, NJ . office.
'" We started gctung feedback from customers saymg '" Why can't I get cred11 mformauon one company at a ume over the telephone'' ..
Benoit said the service is the first of its kind in the country. However, the procedure for providing the credit information is relatively simple.
Benoit said when a customer calls his office using the 800 num ber, his staff
searches its files and offers to read the credit information over the phone. Most customers, however, ask to have the information faxed to them, Benoit added.
The D&B Business Information Report, the most widely accepted information tool
for commercial credit and risk-management in the U.S. and available on millions of
U.S .-based companies, contains data such as payment information, fi nancial information, background and history on a company and its principals, publ ic fil ings, and
other relevant data.
D&B Business Credit Services, a company of The Dun & Braclstreet Corporation,
is the nation's leading supplier of business information. Its products support the
needs of credit management and also a variety of specialized industries such as banking, insurance underwriting and the apparel industry .
MCI is the world's second-largest long-distance provider, supplying a full range of
voice and data telecommunication services to business and residential customers, as
well as to a growing number of government agencies. MCI's long-distance services
enable customers to call throughout the United States and dial direct to I 70 nations
representing 99 percent of overseas calling from the United States.

Letters
To ThE' Editor:

To

The

Editor

tion that requires i
o
make job retent.ior. its
top priori::-y. It ' ::. In fortunate Lhat this nas
not occurred .
The IVDA plan is a public document available
to anyone that would
like to pursue it. Slmply contact the IVDA in
San Bernardino.

The article concerning
Norton ' s reuse v:as mis leaoing . It st:.ateo that
the Inland Valley Development Agency ( IVDA) is
planning
to
a
ract
12,500 jobs to the area
by the year 2000 .
The IVDA plans to spend
2. 6 billion dollars of
redevelopment taxes on Sincerely,
the development of an John O'Neal
ai r port and surrounding
infrastructure. A lot of
The Inland Empire Business
that money will be s p ent
Journal Welcomes Your Input
on land purchases . The
and Replies regarding articles
land will undoubtedly that appear in this newspaper.
cost more when it is put
As space permits , we will print
under the agency's doreplies and comments from
main . This is due to the
readers. The op inions ex" magic
of
redevelop pressed by the author of each
ment," as co-chairman story are unique to that author
Bob Holcomb puts it .
and may o r may not be shared
Not one penny will be
by the Journal, Its staff and
spent on job retention
Publisher.
or promotion . There is a
statement that the agenPlease address all
cy intends to study the
correspondence to:
job loss problem, but no
money o r personnel have
Inland Empire Business
been allocated for this
Journal
p u r pose.
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HealthLink.
The Business Link To Healthier Employees

And Lower Costs.
H ealthlmk is a full-service, 24-hour, sevendays-a-week health care su p plier created specifically to meet the needs of busine .
We're a free-standmg chmc wtthm ho p1ta l
w1th our own licensed med1cal staff Yet the
cons1derahle resources of a h1ghly respected
hospttal arc avadahle to w, at all times
Every Healthlmk program or scrv1ce 1s
des1gned to help busmesses save money and
1mprove employee health

• D.O.T dnving exam ina tions.
• Drug and alcohol creenmg
• Hea ring. v1sion and pulmonary function
as es ment
• H1gh blood pre ure. d1abetes and
tuberculosiS screenmg
• Physical therapy
• Pam management
• Work hardenmg
• Return to work clearances
• D1sabd1ry evaluation
• afety impccuons

Cost containment.
Healthlmk can save you money wtth a com prehensive program of cost contamment services.
• Healthlmk d1scounts of 200:, on mpanent,
outpanent and physician care as well as
many other health serv1ces
• Phys1c1an Preferred Prov1der Organ1:anon
affilianon
• Employee assistance programs to help
workers with financ1al, legal or emotional
problems through tlmel} mten·ennon,
counsclmg and reterral.

H eathLink can:
• Reduce your health care costs and msurance
premiums
• Improve worker productivity
• Return workers to the1r JObs more qu1ckly
after work-related lnJUn cs
• Reduce the number of problem worker cases.
• C u t absentee1sm
Healthlm k meet you r eme rgency and general
mdustnal med icme need requmng immediate attennon . But wea l o offe r many rehabilitatio n and health pro mo tion progra ms as
well as easy-to-Imple me nt cost conramme nt
measures.

Occupational Medicine.
Our O ccupational Med1cme serv1ces includ6:
• Full range of medical specialists on staff.
• Occupational health pre-placement resting in
full compliance with CAUOSHA and FED/
OSHA regulations.
• Annual managemen t/executive health maintena nce programs.
• Back inJury rehabilitation
• Baselme screen mg. montto nng and medical
surve1lla nce.

Health and Wellness Programs.
Prevention 1s less costly than treatment
That\ why we prov1de a full-range of programs ro promote good health among your
employees
• Comprehensive phys1cal exam. and health
h1srory evaluanon
• Consul ta tions wtth med1cal spec1ah ts.
• Computen zed md1vidua l nutntton evaluanon a nd programs.
• Educational business breakfasts for busmess
managers.
• Health risk appraisals
• Phys1cal capac1ry testing
• Stress ma nageme nt.
• Eating d1sorders.
•Smokmg cessation .
• Substance abuse abatement.
• Weight management.
• CPR/first aid classes.
• Back care management.
• Women's health issues.
• Cholestero l control.
• High blood pressure co ntrol.
• Diabetes screening.
• Mammography testing

H ealthLink. A H ealthy Decision.
1l1 find out how you can 1mprove your employees health and lower your healthcare
related cost . call Healthlmk today for more
mformanon (714) 988-3 95

~ Doctors' Hospital of Montclair
5000 San Bernardmo Street
Montclair, Californ1a 91763
(714) 625·5411

Ontario Community Hospital
550 No rth Monterey Avenue
Ontano, California 91764
(714) 984-2201

